
Agricultural Finance

Meaning: Agricultural finance generally means studying, 

examining and analyzing the financial aspects pertaining to farm 

business. The financial aspects include money matters relating to

production of agricultural products and their disposal.

Agriculture finance is an economic study of financing the 

farm business. It includes those parts of the field of agricultural 

economics which deal with the economics of using financial 

resources in the farm business. 

Since credit often provides the marginal financial 

resources, a study of acquiring credit comprises a major part of 

the field of agricultural finance.



• Agricultural finance, on one hand, is the economic study of 

barrowing of funds by farmers i.e. he has to decide how much 

to borrow, what for to borrow, what could be the pay-off 

(inducement) and what should be the repayment schedule. 

• On the other hand agricultural finance is the study of the 

institutions that provide finance to farmers including their 

organization, objectives, in making agricultural loans, loaning 

policies & procedures and sources of loan funds, management, 

control, etc. 



Definition
• Agricultural finance has been defined as the economic study of 

the acquisition and use of capital in agriculture i.e. it deals with 

the supply of and demands for funds in agriculture sector of the 

economy. 

• Recently two more components are included in the definition of 

agricultural finance i.e. protection of capital and legal control of capital. 

• Therefore, agricultural finance may be defined as the economic 

study of the acquisition, use, protection and legal control of 

capital in agriculture. 



• Murray (1953) defined agricultural finance as “an economic 

study of borrowing funds by farmers, the organization and 

operation of farm lending agencies and of society’s interest in 

credit for agriculture.”

• Tandon and Dhondyal (1962) defined agricultural finance “as a 

branch of agricultural economics, which deals with and 

financial resources related to individual farm units.”



Nature and Scope

Agricultural finance can be dealt at two levels; Macro-

finance and Micro-finance . 

Macro agricultural finance is concerned with the financing of 

agricultural sector of aggregate economy (in total) i.e. over all 

aspects of finance.

It deals with different sources of raising funds for agriculture

as a whole in the economy. It is also concerned with the lending 

procedure, rules, regulations, monitoring and controlling of 

different agricultural credit institutions. Hence macro agricultural 

finance is related to financing of agriculture at aggregate level.



Continued

Micro Agricultural finance: refers to financial management of 

the individual farm unit. And it is concerned with the study as to 

how the individual farmer considers various sources of credit, 

quantum of credit to be borrowed from each source and how he 

allocates the same among the alternative uses within the farm. It is 

also concerned with the future use of funds.

 It mainly confines to finances from the view point of 

managing individual farm firm.



Continued

Therefore, Macro Agricultural Finance deals with the 

aspects relating to total credit needs of the agricultural sector, 

the terms and conditions under which the credit is available and 

the method of use of total credit for the development of 

agriculture, while micro-finance refers to the financial 

management of individual farm unit.

In fact macro agricultural finance deals with these 

aspects of finance which provide the over all framework with 

which the individual farmer also operates.



Significance of Agricultural Finance

Why the Study of agricultural finance is essential? 

The study of agricultural finance is essential because:

• Agricultural finance sets out the principles of analysis so the 

farmers or lenders can make a decision with full awareness of 

the implications of the decision(s) related to credit. 

• Agricultural finance provides the principles by which an 

individual can arrive at a decision regarding how much to borrow

and from where to borrow. 
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• The knowledge of agricultural finance (investment analysis) helps 

determine the farmers that how much it would pay to allocate 

capital amongst alternative uses by the farmer.

• Analysis of repayment capacity and risk bearing ability indicates 

the amount of capital a farmer can profitably and safely use.

• Knowledge of various lenders and their characteristics helps the 

farmer to select the institution which will finance most of his 

business operations.



Scope of Agricultural Finance
The relationship of farm finance in various aspects of

the farm, i.e., production, marketing and consumption, 

determines the scope of agricultural finance. 

• The production of saleable goods requires the use of assets 

(capital) that are partly available by the beginning balance sheet 

and partly supplemented through lease or hiring in. 

• Here the credit can play a crucial role not only as a source of 

borrowing to facilitate purchases but also as a source of liquidity 

to meet the financial obligations and managing the farm risks.



The scope of agricultural finance also varies from 

borrowers to lending institutions and to extension agencies.

• The knowledge of economic and management principles and 

analytical tools facilitates in obtaining control over the capital and 

its efficient use.

• Investment analysis helps determine how much it would pay to 

allocate capital amongst alternative uses by the farmer. 

• Financial analysis pertaining to income, repayment capacity and 

risk management indicates the amount of capital the farm business

can profitably and safely use. 

For Farmer-borrower
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• Hence, the farmer can determine his credit worthiness and can 

put forth his loan application with confidence to the lender.

• The knowledge of agricultural credit institutions and their legal 

and regulatory environment helps select the appropriate lender 

who can provide the adequate credit along with the terms and 

related services needed to adequately finance the business.



• The lender not only likes to earn profit from the lent funds but also 

prefers to minimize the risk of loss from advances. 

• The principles of agriculture finance help determine the borrower’s 

credit worthiness and the amount of loan to be lent safely. 

• He can also enhance the repaying capacity of borrower either by 

participating in his production planning, i.e. maximizing returns 

from the fixed farm resources, or by adjusting the time period of 

loan repayments.

For Lender



• The extension worker should also know about the 

structure and functions of lending institution so as to 

guide the farmers in making rational decision related to 

acquisition of credit. 

• Besides, an extension worker can also advise for the most

efficient use of credit in order to maximize the returns to 

limited capital resources. 

For Extension Agency



• Thus, extension advisory agency plays a vital role in the 

production planning with farmers and on consequential plans 

for acquisition and use of limited funds. 

• Likewise, the lending agency depends upon extension agency 

for establishing the soundness of credit to be advanced as well 

as for its effective and efficient uses on most productive 

purposes thereby reducing the risk of mis-utilization.

Continued



Agriculture Credit

Meaning: The word “borrow” means to receive something with

an understanding that it or its equivalent would be returned as 

agreed upon. 

Alternatively, borrowing means the ability to command 

capital / services currently with a promise to repay the same on

some future date, i.e. borrowing involves obtaining certain 

amount of funds to be repaid as specified in the note.



• The word “credit” comes from the Latin word “credo” which means “I 

believe”. Hence, credit is based upon belief, confidence, trust and 

faith. 

• A person when borrows the money, the loan is based upon confidence 

of his future solvency as well as the repayment as per agreement. 

• In this sense, credit means, ability to command the others’ capital in 

return for a promise to pay at some specified time in the future. 

• Stated in another way, credit is the combination of “ability to 

borrow” and “willingness to borrow”. 

• In fact, credit is an individual’s borrowing capacity, often considered 

as an “economic good” to be produced, managed and marketed.



Need of Credit in Agriculture

• Credit is a crucial inputs in agricultural development programmes. 

• For a long time, the major source of agricultural credit was private 

money lenders. But this source of credit was inadequate, highly 

expensive and exploitative. 

• To discourage this, a multi-agency approach consisting of 

cooperatives, commercial banks and regional rural banks has been 

adopted to provide cheaper, timely and adequate credit to farmers.



Financial Needs of farmers

• Buying agricultural inputs like seeds, fertilizers, plant protection 

chemicals, feed and fodder, etc. 

• Supporting their families in the years of poor crop harvest. 

• Buying additional land, making improvements on land, clearing 

old debts or purchasing costly machinery. 

• Increasing the farm efficiency against the limiting resources by 

hiring of irrigation water lifting devices, labor and machinery.



Role of credit in agriculture
Credit plays a crucial role in increasing agricultural 

production and in improving the level of living of rural people.

• Credit is a resource which provides an opportunity to use additional 

inputs and capital now and to pay the cost from future earnings. 

• The credit has enabled adoption of modern technology, which has 

commercialized agricultural production in developing countries. 

• Besides, the farmers’ income is seasonal, while his working expenses 

spread over time, credit smoothens the flow of funds. 

• Farmers’ inadequate savings require the uses of more credit in order 

to meet the increasing capital requirements.



Credit is useful in increasing farm income in 

following ways;

• To acquire capital assets as to expand farm business on one hand

while maintaining high output per unit of land on the other. 

• It can be used to increase the farm efficiency as against limiting 

resources, i.e. hiring of irrigation water, labour or machines 

through borrowed funds. 

• The cash deficits often occur in crop production and in livestock 

production; credit smooth out these fluctuations.



• Credit plays a role in protecting the farm business from 

financial failure or liquidation under adverse conditions, i.e. in 

periods of bad weather, disease and price uncertainties. 

Farm business risks can be mitigated by; 

• Maintaining a credit reserve such as equity, 

• Refinancing the short term obligations,

• Managing the structure and amount of liabilities (liability 

management)  or

• Diversification or flexible facilities (asset management). 



Classification of Credit

Need for classification of credit

• An understanding of classification of credit will facilitate the 

analysis of a loan. 

• A logical classification of credit and associated income or 

satisfaction produced can be utilized in judging how much credit 

can be used. 

• Knowledge of classification of credit help organizing the income 

statement and balance sheet to give comparison and desired 

information. 



Classification of Credit on the basis of purpose

• On the basis of purpose credit is classified as production, 

investment, marketing and consumption credit/loan. 

• They are also classified as crop loan, irrigation loan, machinery 

and equipment loan, forestry, fishery, piggery, poultry loan, 

etc. 

• These loans signify the relationship between time and use on 

one hand and rate of returns (or profitability) on the other 

hand. 



Production loans

• They are referred to the credit given to the farmers for 

meeting expenses on crop production, and are intended to 

increase the production of crops. 

• As they are needed for shorter period, they are also called 

seasonal agricultural operations (SAO) loans or short–term 

loans or crop loans. These loans are repayable with in a 

period ranging from 6 to 18 months in lump sum.



Investment loans

• These are loans given for the purchase of long lasting capital 

assets such as tractor, pump set, tube well, etc.

• The productivity of these assets is distributed over more than 

one year, therefore they are held up for a period longer than 

production loan.

• The amount involved in the purchase of asset is relatively 

more and repaid in a longer period.



Marketing loans

• These loans are meant to help the farmers in overcoming the 

distress sales and to market the produce in a better way. 

• Regulated markets and commercial banks, based on the 

warehouse receipt are lending in the form of marketing loans by 

advancing 75 per cent of the value of the produce. 

• These loans help the farmers to clear off their debts and dispose 

the produce at remunerative prices.



Consumption loans

• Any loan advanced for some purpose other than production, 

investment and marketing is classified as consumption loan. 

• The loan seems to be unproductive, but indirectly assists in more 

productive use of the crop loan i.e. without diverting to other 

purposes. 

• Consumption loans are not very widely advanced; and restricted to 

the areas which are hit by natural calamities. 

• Loan is repayable within 5 seasons or 2.5 years whichever is less.

• The branch manager has discretionary power of sanctioning these 

loans in individual case. The rate of interest  charged is higher.



Based on timeThis classification is based on the repayment period of 

the loan. It is sub-divided into THREE categories, namely 

Short–term loans, Medium–term loans and Long–term loans.

Short–term loans: Are repaid within a period of 6 to 18 

months. 

• All crop loans are said to be short–term loans, but the length of the 

repayment period varies according to the duration of crop. 

• The farmers require credit to meet the expenses of the ongoing 

agricultural operations on the farm like sowing, fertilizer 

application, plant protection measures, payment of wages, etc.

• The borrower is supposed to repay the loan from the sale proceeds 

of the crops raised.



Medium – term loans

• These loans are required by the farmers for bringing about 

improvements on his farm by way of purchasing implements, 

electric motors, milch cattle, sheep and goat, etc. 

• The relatively longer period of repayment of these loans is due 

to their partially-liquidating nature. 

• The repayment period varies from 18 months to 5 years.



Long – term loans:

• These loans together with medium terms loans are called 

investment loans or term loans. 

• These loans are meant for permanent improvements like levelling

and reclamation of land, construction of farm buildings, purchase

of tractors, raising of orchards, etc. 

• Since these activities require large capital; a longer period is 

required to repay these loans due to their non-liquidating nature.

• These loans fall due for repayment over a long time, ranging from

5 years to > 20 years or even more.



Based on security

• Unsecured loans: Just based on the confidence between the 

borrower and lender, the loan transactions take place. No 

security (collateral) is given or taken against the loan amount.

• Secured Loans: Loans advanced against some security by the 

borrower are termed as secured loans. Various forms of 

securities offered; and loans are of following types;

i). Personal Security   ii). Collateral Security   iii). Chattel 

Loans

iv). Mortgage - (a) Simple Mortgage (b) Equitable Mortgage

v). Hypothecation - (a) Key Loan (b) Open Loans



Personal security
• Under this loan, borrower himself stands as the guarantor. Loan 

is advanced on the farmer’s promissory note. 

• Third party guarantee may or may not be insisted upon (based on

the understanding between lender and borrower).

• Collateral Security:

• Here some property is pledged to secure a loan. The movable 

properties of the individuals like LIC bonds, fixed deposit bonds, 

warehouse receipts, machinery, livestock, etc. are offered as 

security.



Chattel loans: Here credit is obtained from pawn-brokers by

pledging movable properties such as jewellery, utensils made up of

various metals, etc.

Mortgage: Immovable properties are presented for security 

purpose for example, land, farm buildings, etc. 

• The person who creates the charge of mortgage is called 

mortgagor (borrower) and the person in whose favour it is created 

is known as the mortgagee (banker). Mortgages are of two types;



a) Simple mortgage: When the mortgaged property is ancestrally

inherited of borrower then simple mortgage holds good. Here, 

the borrower has to register his property in the name of the 

lender (banking institution) as a security for the loan. The 

registration charges are to be borne by the borrower.

b) Equitable mortgage: When the mortgaged property is self-

acquired property of the borrower, then equitable mortgage is 

applicable. In this no such registration is required, because the 

ownership rights are clearly specified in the title deeds in the 

name of the borrower.



Hypothecated loans
• This happens in the case of tractor loan, machinery loan, etc. 

Under such loans the borrower will not have any right to sell the 

equipment until the loan is cleared off. 

• The borrower is allowed to use the purchased machinery or 

equipment so as to enable him to pay the loan instalment timely.

• The person who creates the charge of hypothecation is called 

hypothecator (borrower) and the person in whose favour it is 

created is known as hypothecate (bank) and the property which is 

denoted, is called hypothecated property. 



• Hypothecated loans are of two types; 

• Key Loans: The agricultural produce is kept under the control of

lending agency and loan is advanced to the farmer. As and when 

the loan is repaid, the produce is handed over to the farmers. 

• Such facility prevents the farmer from making distress sales.

• Open Loans: The hypothecated loans, in which the physical 

possession of the purchased machinery rests in the hands of 

borrower, but the legal ownership remains with the lending 

institution till the loan is cleared.



Based on liquidity
• The credit can be classified into two classes;

• Self-liquidating loans: The loans that generate income 

immediately and are to be paid within one year or after the 

completion of one crop season. For Example crop loan. 

• Partially or Non-Self Liquidating Credit: The resource bought

with the borrowed funds are not consumed in one production 

process during the project period. The investment is spread over 

several years. The additional income generated in one year is not 

sufficient to repay the entire loan amount; and hence the 

repayment is spread over to number of years.



Based on approach

• Individual approach: Loans advanced to individuals for different

purposes will fall under this category.

• Area based approach: Loans are given to the persons falling 

under given area for specific purpose are categorized under this, 

e.g. Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP) loans, etc.

• Differential Interest Rate (DIR) approach: Under this 

approach loans are given to the weaker sections at the rate of 4.0 

per cent per annum (subsidized interest rate).



Based on contact

•  Direct Loans: Loans extended to the farmers directly are called

direct loans. Ex: Crop loans, investment loan, tractor loans, etc.

• Indirect loans: Loans given to the agro-based firms like fertilizer

and pesticide industries, which are indirectly beneficial to the 

farmers are called indirect loans. 



Creditor or Lender wise Credit

• Credit can be classified from the point of view of creditor.

• A) Non-Institutional Agencies: The individuals lend the loan. 

They include money lenders, traders, commission agents, friends 

and relatives. This kind of loan is generally exploitative and costly.

• B) Institutional Agencies: Lenders included are co-operatives, 

Commercial Banks and Regional Rural Banks. 

• Sometimes during natural calamities the government directly gives 

loan. The loan given by the government is called Taccavi.



Sources of Agricultural Finance

Broadly the agricultural finance is divided into two parts; 

Non-Institutional Credit Agencies: They include money 

lenders, traders, commission agents, friends and relatives. 

This kind of loan is generally costly and exploitative.

Institutional Credit Agencies: The include co-operative, 

commercial banks, regional rural banks and govt.



Non-Institutional Credit Agencies

• Money Lenders: Despite banking development in rural 

areas, village money lenders are still dominating. In rural 

areas money lenders are of two types;

(a) Agricultural Money Lenders and 

(b) Professional Money Lenders

• The agriculturist money lenders combine farming with 

money lending activity; while professional money 

lenders’ main occupation is to lend money. 



• Though, in recent years the importance of money lenders has declined to

a great extent but still they remain preferred source of finance. 

• The reasons for popularity of money lenders are;

– Personal knowledge – He knows the character and repayment 

capacity of the borrower

– Easily approachable even at odd hours

– Simple methods of advances

– No fear of court

• Traders and Commission Agents – they advance loan to the agriculturists

against their crops without any legal agreement. 

• Relatives and friends – People frequently borrow from their relatives and

friends in need.



Institutional Credit Agencies

• Government: Government provides loan to the farmers both 

short term and long term loans. These loans are popularly 

known as ‘Taccavi Loans’. These are generally advanced in the 

time of emergencies i.e. flood and famine, etc. 

• But such loan comprise only a small fraction of the total 

institutional credit disbursed to the farmers.



Co-operatives

– THREE tier cooperative credit structure to supply the short term and 

medium term credit 

• State Cooperative Bank at state level, 

• Central Cooperative Banks at district level and 

• Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS), Farmers Service Societies (FSS) 

and Large Sized Adivasi Multi-Purpose Societies (LAMPS) at village level.

– TWO tier cooperative credit structure to provide the long term credit

• Central Land Development Banks and 

• Primary Land Development Banks



Cooperatives:

– Three tier cooperative credit structure to supply the short term and 

medium term credit 

– State Cooperative Bank (SCB) at state level, 

– Central Cooperative Banks (CCBs) at district level and 

– Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS), Farmers’ Service 

Societies (FSS) and Large Sized Adivasi Multi-Purpose Societies 

(LAMPS) at village level.

– Two tier cooperative credit structure to provide the long term credit 

– Central Land Development Banks and 

– Primary Land Development Banks



• Commercial Banks/Nationalized Banks: The important 

agencies providing finance are:

• Commercial Banks (CBs)

• Regional Rural Banks (RRBs)

• National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)

• Reserve Bank of India (RBI)



Commercial Banks
• Commercial banks started financing agriculture after nationalization 

in June 1969. After nationalization banks opened branches in rural 

areas and extended credit to agriculture. 

• Commercial banks are extending finance to agriculture both directly 

and indirectly. 

• Direct finance is extended for agricultural operations for short and 

medium periods. 

• Indirect finance is made through providing finance for distribution of 

fertilizers, other inputs etc. and also through PACS. 



• These banks finance the operations of Food Corporation of India 

(FCI) and state governments for food procurement.

• They also provide finance under schemes sponsored by central 

govt., state govt. under various schemes like Integrated Rural 

Development Programme (IRDP), Comprehensive Crop Insurance 

Scheme (CCIS), Village Adoption Scheme and Service Area 

Approach, etc.



Banking Scenario Prior to Nationalization
• The private sector banks being predominantly urban oriented and 

controlled by few large industrialists, were not properly equipped to 

help the achievement of the basic socio-economic objectives.

• The credit needs of agriculture, small scale industries and weaker 

sections were totally neglected.

Sectoral Deployment of scheduled commercial advances 1951-65 (in %)

March-EndS. No. Sectors

1951 1961 1965

1 Industry 33.6 52.7 61.5

2 Commerce 53.1 31.3 25.6

3 Finance - 5.1 4.5

4 Agriculture 2.1 0.4 0.2

5 Personal and Professional 7.2 7.6 5.8

6 Others 4 2.9 2.4



• The bulk of deposits mobilized was advanced to the industrial 

sector and the priority sector like agriculture received hardly 1%.

• In the absence of financial institutional protection, the 

agricultural credit scene was dominated by private money 

lenders charging exorbitant rate of interest.

• All these compelled the imposition of social control over banks in 

1968. 



The social control scheme

• Social control implies restriction on the freedom of bankers.

• Reconstitution of Board of Directors – BOD were reconstituted

by directing that 51% of them should have specialized 

knowledge on accountancy, agriculture, rural economy, 

banking, cooperation, economics, finance, law, small scale 

industries and other matters useful to the banking company.

• Appointment of a whole time chairman: The appointment of a

full time chairman was made compulsory.

• Imposition of restriction on loans to be granted to the 

director’s concern.



• The scheme also provided for take over of banks by the Govt. under 

certain circumstances.

• National credit council was setup to perform certain specific functions 

relating to credit to priority sector.

• The major objectives of social control were:

- Wider spread of bank credit, 

- Directing large volume of credit flow to the priority sector and 

- Reducing the authority of the members of the managing committee, 

since they acted as the representatives of the industrialists.



Situation after social control scheme

• Created the tempo of branch expansion initially.

• No significant achievement was made in channelizing adequate

credit to the priority and weaker sections.

• In many banks, the policies were controlled by those, who had 

controlled these banks earlier.

• The directions issued by the Government were ignored by 

many banks.



The consequent impact

• The Government believed that social control was not 

sufficient to make the commercial banking system meaningful

for socio economic development.

• Bank nationalization was considered as the alternative 

solution.



Brief History of Indian Banking

• Before the enforcement of Banking Regulation Act, 1949 there 

was little control and regulation on banking business.

• Resultantly there was a mushrooming growth of public banking 

companies.

• Gradual liquidation of the act resulted in closure and 

liquidation, amalgamation of the banks into another.

• Failure of the Palai Central Bank in 1960 - A turning point in the 

Indian Banking Scenario.



Nationalization of Banks

• Meaning: When the government of any country takes the 

ownership of any industry or enterprise in its own hand, then this 

process is known as nationalization. 

• The process of banks nationalization in India started with 

promulgation of the banking companies (Acquisition and Transfer of

undertaking) ordinance 1969. 

• The term social control does not mean nationalization of the banks.

• On 19 July, 1969 under which 14 commercial banks with deposits 

over Rs.50 crore each were Nationalized.



• Difference between social control and nationalization

• The difference between social control and nationalization is that 

in nationalization both the ownership and control are taken up 

by the government, while in social control ownership does not 

rest in the government.

• Social control implies restricted freedom to the bankers, it gave 

more powers to the central government and credit was 

regulated for the social welfare.



Main objectives of Nationalization

As set out then P. M., Smt. Indira Gandhi, were;

• Removal of control on banking business by a few industrialists:

• Prior to nationalization many banks were controlled by private 

business houses and corporate families. It was necessary to 

check these monopolies in order to ensure a smooth supply of 

credit to socially desirable sections.

• Elimination of the use of bank credit for speculative and 

unproductive purposes.



• Expansion of credit to priority areas which were grossly 

neglected like agriculture and small scale industries.

• Giving a professional bent to the bank management. 

• Encouragement of new classes of entrepreneurs.

• Provision of adequate training as well as reasonable terms of 

service to bank staff.

• Developing Banking Habits: In India more than 70% population 

used to stay in rural areas. It was necessary to develop the 

banking habit among such a large population.



• Reducing Regional Imbalance: In India where we have a 

urban-rural divide; it was necessary for banks to go in the 

rural areas, where the banking facilities were not available.

• In order to reduce this regional imbalance nationalization was 

justified. 

• In the first spell of nationalization 14 banks, till date which 

were having a deposits of Rs.50 crores each,  were 

nationalized.



• 1.Central bank of India

• 2. Bank of India

• 3. Punjab National Bank

• 4. Bank of Baroda

• 5. United Commercial Bank

• 6. Canara Bank

• 7. United Bank of India

• 8. Dena Bank

• 9. Union Bank

• 10. Allahabad Bank

• 11. Syndicate Bank

• 12. Indian Bank

• 13. Bank of Maharashtra

• 14. Indian overseas bank 

The 14 Banks together had a network of 4,134 Branches with

total deposits of Rs.2,626 crore and advances of Rs.1,813 crore.



After 1st spell of Nationalization

• Between June 1969 and June 1975, about 8,755 offices were 

opened by public sector banks, of which 4,337 offices were in 

urban areas.

• The number of public sector bank offices went up from 6,596 in 

June 1969 to 15,077 in June 1975.

• The average population served per bank branch declined 

markedly from 65,000 in June, 1969 to 32,000 by June, 1975.



Second spell of Nationalization

• Encouraged by the success of first spell of nationalization of 

banks, SIX more banks, having deposits more than Rs.200 

crore were nationalized on 15th April 1980.

• 1. Punjab & Sind Bank

• 2. Andhra Bank

• 4. Vijaya Bank

• 5. Oriental Bank of Commerce

• 6. Corporation Bank



• In all the total number of nationalized banks including 

subsidiaries of State Bank of India, which was nationalized in 

1955, reached to 28. 

• In September 1993 New Bank of India was merged with 

Punjab National Bank and total number of nationalized banks

reached to 27, and continued up to 2017. 

• But after massive merger in 2020, the total number of Public 

Sector Banks in India has come down to 12.



Regional Rural Banks (RRBs)

• To strengthen the institutional rural credit structure the RRBs were 

set up in 1975 on the recommendation of Narasimham committee.

• Initially FIVE RRBs were set up on Oct 02, 1975 at Moradabad & 

Gorakhpur in U P, Bhivani in Haryana, Jaipur in Rajasthan and Malda

in West Bengal. 

• These banks were sponsored by Syndicate Bank, SBI, PNB, UCO 

Bank and United Bank of India, respectively.

• Share capital of RRBs is subscribed by the Central Govt. (50%), State

Govt. concerned (15%) and Commercial Bank (35%).



Features RRBs

– The area of RRBs is limited to a specific region comprising one 

or more district of a state.

– The RRBs grant direct loans and advances only to small and 

marginal farmers, rural artisans and agricultural labourers and 

others of small means for productive purposes. 

• The lending rate of RRBs should not be higher than the prevailing 

lending rates of cooperative societies in any particular state. The 

sponsoring banks and RBI provide many subsidies and concessions 

to RRBs to enable them to function effectively.



Objectives of RRBs
RRBs are being run with following objectives:

• To provide banking services to rural and semi-urban areas.

• To enhance employment opportunities by promoting trade and 

commerce in rural areas.

• To support entrepreneurship in rural areas.

• To provide locker, debit and credit card facilities to the country 

side people.

• Pension and MGNREGA wages distribution



Progress of RRBs

• Initially only FIVE RRBs were set up on pilot project basis. The 

number of RRBs increased to 85 in 1980 and further 188 in 

1985 and 196 in 1996. 

• After 1996 some of the RRBs could not run properly due to 

various reasons and some of the RRBs were merged with their 

sponsoring banks/other banks. 

• Now RRBs are going through a process of amalgamation and 

consolidation. Presently, there are total 43 RRBs in India.



Micro Financing

• Background: The money lenders used to provide credit to the poor

people in India and world, at an exorbitant rate of interest since long.

• This type of credit attained the shape of microcredit and was further

supplemented by many credit associations, cooperatives and banks.

• The money lenders, who used to provide small amount of loans to the

poor and needy people of India and around the world, are the oldest

informal and unorganized form of microcredit.

• The interest rate charged by them is so high that the poor people

remain in their clutches and face vicious cycle of poverty.

• Further, they provide loan at their own stipulated terms.



• Meaning and Concept:

• Muhammad Yunus (1976) started lending small amount to the poor

people in Jobra village in Bangladesh by opening bank branch to

cater needs of the poor.

• In 1978, a small group of young people joined to fight against rural

poverty by creating a new and dynamic organisation.

• Concept of microfinance was given by Muhammad Yunus (2006) in

the form of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh. It is changing rapidly;

• In broader sense it includes savings, credits, insurance and funds

transfer, which has brought revolution in the rural finance.



• Association for Social Advancement (ASA): This group is now known as

Association for Social Advancement (ASA), targets poorest villagers

particularly women to start self employment vocations in Bangladesh.

• ASA is expanding financial markets by creating self employment

opportunities and bringing social change.

• ASA is providing small loans, pooling small savings providing micro

insurances and other financial services to the poor and low income

communities.

• It has emerged as global microfinance institution creating larger impact.



Difference between microfinance and microcredit

• There is difference between microfinance and microcredit:

• Microfinance encompasses a broad offering of financial services

for low-income communities.

• While microcredit refers specifically to small loans for people

below the poverty line.

• In other words, microcredit is a subset of microfinance.



• Microcredit is loans offered to unemployed individuals who lack

collateral and credit history.

• This capital can give new, low-income entrepreneurs the

injection needed to get started.

• The goal of microcredit is to empower poor communities across

the developing world to start their own businesses and enter the

economy.

• Microfinance embodies all these things too. It also includes a

wide range of other financial services, like checking and savings

accounts, micro-insurance, and business education.



• Microfinancing is defined as a provision of financial services

that's available to low-income people. This type of loan helps

aspiring entrepreneurs generate income, build assets, manage

risks and meet their household needs.

• Micro Finance refers to the provision of affordable financial

services such as small loans, small savings, micro insurance and

funds transfer facilities extended to socially and economically

poor and disadvantaged segments of the society to enable them

to increase their income levels and improve standard of living.

Microfinance



• The main aim of microfinance is to provide small loans to poor

people particularly living below poverty line, who are not able

to raise loan for productive purposes from other sources and

to improve their standard of living by increasing their earning

and saving covering associated risks.

• In India, NABARD initiated the concept of microfinance as per

this idea and established link between Self Help Group (SHGs),

Non Government Organizations (NGOs) and Banks.



• The SHGs are formed and nurtured by NGOs.

• On attaining maturity the SHGs get credit from Commercial

Banks, RRBs and Cooperative Banks and extend to members.

• The microfinance movement has multiplied and large number

of SHGs, NGOs, Microfinance Institutions (MFIs), and Non

Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) have emerged to provide

microfinance to the poor and needy rural people.

• Thus the microfinance has emerged as a movement and

established an industry.



• The Microcredit is the provision of small loans to the poor

people at low interest rate for general purpose and productive

activities like agriculture and allied activities, artisans and

handicraft, small business and self employment activities in

rural, semi urban and urban area.

• The loans extended by the Banks to the Self Help Groups (SHG)

for onward lending to members constitute the micro credit.

• Microfinance is universally recognized as a just and sustainable

solution in alleviating the universal widespread poverty by

financing the poor people for carrying out viable and productive

activities and projects thereby generating economic surplus and

hence encouraging small savings for investments.



• The poor people need minimum financial services. They need to open

saving bank account in the bank to keep and multiply their small savings

by carrying out productive activities and getting small loans from banks

to purchase the assets and increase the level of their activities.

• In order to cover the life and activities risks, they require micro

insurance facilities.

• They also require funds deposit and transfer facilities at their nearby

places.

• In order to improve the quality and earning, they need some basic

training facilities.

• The provision of these minimum financial services is covered in

microfinance.



• Thus, Microfinance refers to the movement in the entire world

where in low income households have some access to the basic

affordable financial services from banks or financial institutions

to finance their productive economic activities, create assets,

generate income after meeting expenses to save some net

surplus and also to protect their lives and activities against

various hazards and risks.

• According to International Labour Organization, “Microfinance is

an economic development approach that involves providing

financial services through institutions to low income clients”



• Microfinance has been defined by the National Microfinance

Taskforce, 1999 in India as “Provision of thrift, credit and other

financial services and products of very small amounts to the

poor in rural, semi urban and urban areas for enabling them to

raise their income levels and improve living standards.”

• The poor people do not have access to capital which is required

to start and grow their economic activities.

• Microfinance is the provision of basic financial services like

small loans, small savings, funds transfer and micro insurance.



• With these services, some non financial services like

business and activity training is required.

• By carrying out some economic activities, they can earn

income and can afford food, clean water, proper shelter,

education for their children and necessary health services.

• The provision of these financial services helps to increase

in the income, saving and investment which results into

economic and social up-liftment of the poor people.



Why Microfinance?

• The banks have been more or less hesitant in providing

microfinance to the poor people with little or no cash income, as

they incur substantial amount to manage the borrower’s accounts

e.g. pre-sanction, assessment, disbursement of loans, inspection

follow-up, recovery of loans, handling of accounts; and hardly

cover break-even point.

• The poor people have no or few assets to offer as collateral

security for the loans to the banks.

• Thus banks fear having little recourse against the defaulting

borrowers.



• The majority of the poor people do not have saving bank

account in the bank and bank needs proper identity and

address proof before providing microcredit to them.

• The lack of knowledge, initiatives and collateral securities are

the hindrances in getting the credit from banks.

• The people need microfinance to carry out their economic

activities in commercial manner.



• Microfinance is needed for the economic growth and

transformation of the nation.

• Microfinance is needed to eradicate poverty and record

development of the nation.

• Microfinance is needed to meet the life cycle needs, emergency

needs and investment needs of the people.

• Microfinance is needed for economic and social up-liftment of

the people.

• Microfinance is needed for women empowerment through

development.



Role of Microfinance

• Microfinance provides finance to the poor people for carrying out their

economic activities and helps them to meet the basic needs of life.

• Microfinance helps the poor people to increase their income, savings and

standard of living.

• Microfinance provides employment to the poor people by providing self

employment opportunities in various sectors and activities.

• Microfinance protects the poor people against the risks by providing life

insurance and assets insurance.

• Microfinance helps in alleviating poverty by providing affordable financial

services.



• Microfinance helps in increasing economic growth and

development in the country.

• Microfinance promotes gender equity by supporting women

empowerment and their economic participation and hence

improving well being of the poor households.

• Microfinance provides improvements in household economic

welfare and enterprise stability and growth.

• Micro finance helps in increasing savings, investments and

developments.

• Micro finance provides employment opportunities to unemployed

people and full employment to the under employed people.



Characteristics of Microfinance Clients

• Microfinance clients are generally poor people living in poverty.

• Microfinance clients are generally unaware of the various schemes and

products which are available in the banks for the poor clients.

• Microfinance clients generally do not have easy access to finance for

their activities and most of them do not have saving bank accounts

with banks.

• Microfinance clients find it difficult to provide collateral security,

margin, balance sheets and profit and loss accounts in the banks.

• Microfinance clients cannot afford higher rates of interest and various

charges levied by banks.



Benefits of Microfinance

• The microfinance industry is growing fast in India.

• The recent studies show that the top sixty microfinance

institutions in India have nearly ten million customers who have

been provided small loans under microfinance.

• The microfinance aims at removal of poverty, empowering poor,

mostly women to start their own economic activities, earn money

and achieve financial independence.

• The recent studies also show that the recovery in microfinance is

as high as 97%, which facilitates cycling of bank’s funds for the

productive purposes.



• Generally, the loan under microfinance is given without any

collateral security. Thus the poors are in position to get the loan

and come out vicious cycle of poverty.

• Microfinance promotes gender equality and empowers women

by providing them finance for carrying out economic productive

activities.

• Microfinance helps in creating long term financial independence

in the backward and poverty ridden areas.



Thank you



Kisan Credit Card Scheme

• Then Union MF, Mr. Yashwant Sinha in his 1998-99 Budget Speech

on 01 June 1998 introduced the ‘Kisan Credit Card’ (KCC) Scheme.

• On the recommendations of R V Gupta Committee, the NABARD

formulated a Model Kisan Credit Card Scheme.

• The ‘Model Scheme’ was circulated by the RBI to commercial

banks on 5th August, 1998 and by NABARD to Cooperative Banks

and Regional Rural Banks on 14 August 1998 with instructions to

introduce the same in their respective area of operation.



Introduction

• Kisan Credit Card is a card to provide affordable credit to the farmers.

• It is a pioneering credit delivery innovation for providing adequate

and timely credit to farmers under single window.

• The scheme was introduced by Govt. of Indian on 5th August 1998

with the aim to provide credit to the farmers on the basis of their

land holdings so that the farmers may use them to purchase

agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. and also

draw cash for their production needs.



Why KCC

• There are several hurdles faced by farmers in the process of

acquiring adequate finance from banks, such as:

• Long documentation and processing, complicated practices

followed by banks, delay in processing and also lack of

awareness among farmers regarding banking process.

• Most farmers depend on non-institutional sources of credit for

their immediate needs for purchase of seeds, fertilizers,

pesticides and this in turn affects them negatively since non-

institutional credit is costly and counter-productive.



Objectives of KCC

• To meet the short term credit requirements for cultivation of crops.

• Working capital for maintenance of farm assets and activities allied

to agriculture, like dairy animals.

• Investment credit requirement for agricultural and allied activities

like pump sets, sprayers, dairy animals.

• Post-harvest expenses.

• Produce marketing loan.

• Consumption requirements of farmer.



Features of Kisan Credit Card

• The scheme is implemented by public sector commercial banks,

RRBs and cooperative banks.

• It was launched to provides short term loan in the form of production

credit. However, later its scope was extended to term loans for

agriculture and allied activities and reasonable component for

consumption loan. Thus, currently this scheme provides:

• Production credit.

• Working capital requirements for allied activities.

• Ancillary credit requirements related to crop production. 

• Contingent needs and accidental insurance of KCC borrowers.



• Crop loans disbursed under KCC scheme for notified crops are

covered under National Crop Insurance scheme.

• The purpose of the scheme is to protect the interest of farmers

against crop loss caused by natural calamities, pest attacks etc.

• Eligible farmers to be provided with a Card and a pass book or

card-cum-pass book.

• Repayment for the amount borrowed can be made within a

period of up to 12 months.

• Card valid for 5 years subject to annual review.



• Limit of loan to be fixed on the basis of operational land holding,

cropping pattern and scale of finance.

• As incentive for good performance, credit limits could be enhanced

to take care of increase in costs, change in cropping pattern, etc.

• Conversion/rescheduling of loans also permissible in case of

damage to crops due to natural calamities.

• Withdrawals through slips / cheques accompanied by card and

passbook.

• Note: Scale of finance is the finance required for raising a crop per

unit cultivated area, i.e. acre or hectare.



Interest Rate Under Kisan Credit Card

• In terms of Govt. of India instructions all the crop loans up to Rs.3 lakh are

being disbursed at the interest of 7% p.a. Govt. of India also provides

interest subvention of 3% p.a. to prompt repaying by the farmers, thus

making available the crop loans to them at 4% p.a.

• And if the borrower has a sound track record for three years, he/she is

eligible for an increase in the credit limit.

• Security - In terms of RBI instructions, no separate security is required for

crop loans up to Rs. 1.5 Lakh. Hypothecation of crops/assets created out of

finance is created.

• Beyond Rs. 1.5 lakh the security is decided by the bank in terms of RBI

guidelines. i) Hypothecation of crops/assets created out of our finance.

ii) Mortgage of landed properties.



How do Kisan Credit Cards work

• The operation of this facility is simple and straight-forward.

• Based on the land holdings and the income earned from it, banks issue

farmers Kisan Credit Cards.

• Farmer should have a good credit history to be eligible for the same.

• Those who receive the Card, get facilities like: passbook, address,

validity period, credit limit, etc., which serves as the customer’s unique

identification as well as a system for tracking their transactions.

• This card can be used at outlets, as well as to withdraw cash to make

the necessary purchases.



Eligibility for KCC

• All Farmers – Individuals / Joint borrowers who are owner-cultivators.

• Self Help Groups of Tenant farmers.

• Individual farmers will be issued with RuPay debit cards.

• The party should not be a defaulter to any of the Financial Institutions.

• KCCs are issued to the farmers on the basis of the land holdings and

other criteria such as timely repayment of past credits etc.



Benefits of Kisan Credit Card

• Repayment only after harvest

• Hassle-free disbursement procedure

• No need to apply for a loan for every crop

• Helps buy seeds, fertilizers at farmer’s convenience and choice

• Single credit facility/ term loan for all agricultural requirements.

• Credit is available for a period of up to 5 years, without any

seasonal appraisals.

• Income from agril. sources determines the maximum credit limit.



• No restriction on the cash withdrawals that can be made by the

KCC holder, as long as it is within the credit limit set by the bank.

• Flexible repayment options. It can be rescheduled if there is a

bad crop season, and extensions are offered.

• KCC holders are also covered by a personal accidental insurance.

Death : Rs. 50,000 Disability: Rs. 25000

• To be eligible to avail insurance cover, the borrower should not

be more than 70 years of age at the time of getting KCC.



Lead Bank Scheme

• Introduction: Lead Bank Scheme (LBS) was introduced in 1969,

based on the recommendations of the Gadgil Study Group

appointed by National Credit Council (NCC).

• National Credit Council (NCC) in Lead Bank Scheme:

• To determine the priorities of bank credit among various sectors of the

economy the National Credit Council was set up in December 1967.

• To suggest an appropriate organisational framework for effective

implementation of social objectives the NCC appointed a study group

in October 1968 under the chairmanship of Prof. D. R. Gadgil.

• The report was submitted by the group in October 1969.



Outcome of Gadgil Study Group

• Outcome of the Study Group: as on June 1967

• Nationalized banks provide 83% of total credit.

• Banking facilities not available to 617 of 2700 towns.

• Commercial Banks had reached only 5000 villages (negligible @ 1%)

• Besides, the credit needs of Agriculture, Small Scale Industries and

allied activities –were neglected.



Recommendation

1. Banks should provide integrated banking facilities in unbanked areas.

2. Adoption of ‘Area Approach’- in unbanked areas – each bank should

adopt an area.

3. Help agriculture and Small Scale Industries.

4. ‘District’ identified as the smallest geographical unit for the scheme.

• Sri. F. K. F. Nariman Committee appointed by RBI – In the same year.

• Same recommendations were given by the Nariman Committee 

• Nationalized Banks should act as a ‘Lead Bank’.

• 336 Districts to be distributed between nationalized banks.



Objectives of Lead Bank Scheme

1. Eradication of unemployment and under employment.

2. Appreciable rise in the standard of living for the poorest of poor.

3. Provision of some of the basic needs of the people who belong

to poor sections of the society.

Lead Bank – Consortium Leader:

• Each district had been assigned to one bank (public & private) –

for coordinating the efforts of all credit institutions.

• a. for expansion of branch banking facilities.

• b. for meeting the credit needs of the rural economy.



Allotment of Districts

• All the districts in the country were allotted to one or other bank, except

– metropolitan cities of Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and Union Territories

of Chandigarh, Delhi and Goa. Later on, Union Territories of Goa, Daman

and Diu, Delhi & Chandigarh – were also brought into purview of LBS.

Banks were allotted Districts in the basis of:

1. The capacity of the Bank – popularity of the bank in the area.

2. Geographical continuity of the Districts forming clusters.

3. If possible each Bank to operate in more than one State.

4. If possible to have more than one Bank in one State.

• Lead Banks were to first undertake an impression survey of whole District.

• Then a detailed survey regarding saving potential, credit requirement,

credit gaps or surplus.



Formation of District Consultative Committee (DCCs)

• To facilitate co-ordination of activities of all Banks and the Financial

Institutions and Govt. departments DCCs were formed in the lead districts

during 1971-73.

Functions of DCCs:

1. Survey resources and development of banking in the area.

2. Survey the dependency on money lenders by industrial units, farms etc.,

3. Survey the facilities for storing (fertilizers & agricultural inputs), marketing,

credit facilities for marketing.

4. Provide training to staff for advice to small borrowers & farmers in priority sectors.

5. Assist agencies and involve co-operative banks, RRB’s, State Financial

Corporations (SFCs), Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC), NABARD.



Advantages

1. Expand the availability of banking facilities all over the country.

2. Inter link the Commercial banks and Cooperative banks.

3. More effective Branch Expansion.

4. Better relationship between Govt. and Banks.

5. Integration of credit activities of banks.

6. Bottlenecks in the development of a district could be located and

removed.

7. Lead Bank Scheme would assist in implementation of District Plan.



District Credit Plan (DCP)

• DCP – is a plan of bankable schemes in agriculture, industry and

service sectors of the District. First implemented in 1974.

• It consists of technically and economically viable schemes which

can be taken up for financing.

• The schemes can be taken up by different financial institutions in

the District.

• Implement the programme in collaboration with other institutions.

• Monitor progress and evaluate the progress in achieving targets.



Progress of Lead Bank Scheme

1. By 1974 - 90% of geographical areas in Assam, Bihar, West Bengal,

Orissa, M.P., U.P. covered.

2. Two study groups appointed by RBI in Gujarat & Maharastra concluded:

a) Lead Banks were successful in identifying potential area for new branches.

b) Formulation and implementation of DCPs was slow.

• They suggested preparation of Annual Action Plans followed by Annual

Credit Plans (ACPs)

• By mid 90’s the Lead Bank Scheme covered 493 Districts.

• Today 25 public sector banks and one private sector bank have been

assigned lead bank responsibility in 671 districts of the country.



Problems – Lead Bank Scheme

• Confusion regarding the concept of Lead Bank especially for opening

branches – ambiguous scope and objectives.

• Co-ordination and effective functioning between banks and financial

institutions – not just providing finance.

• Problems in allotment of districts.

• Expertise – knowledge on the district, agriculture, projects, etc.,

• Problems in preparation and uniformity of DCPs.

• Others, Infrastructure.

• Did not consider the role of co-operatives, an important source of

institutional finance.



Service Area Approach (SAA)

• 1980’s shortcomings of LBS identified and SAA introduced in April 1989.

• Every branch and RRB allotted 15 to 25 villages = Service Area.

• Survey of villages, then village-wise credit plans prepared.

• Credit plan to be monitored by Lead Bank.

Advantages:

• Branch could concentrate on development of a village.

• Duplication could be avoided.

• Lending could be organized and planned.

• End–use could be better controlled.





• State Level Bankers’ Committee (SLBC) formed with Steering

Committee and Co-ordination Committee at State Level

• District Consultative Committee (DCC), Review Committee and

Standing Committee at District Level

• Block Level Bankers’ Committee (BLBC) formed at block level.

• BLBCs co-ordinate credit institutions and development agencies,

help implementation of credit plans.

• Today banks have to open 25% of their branches in a year, in

unbanked rural areas.



Usha Thorat Committee

• The Government of India – constituted a High Power Committee

headed by Mrs. Usha Thorat, Deputy Governor of RBI.

• To suggest reforms in the Lead Bank Scheme.

• Sharper focus on facilitating financial inclusion rather than a mere

review of the government sponsored credit schemes.

• (Reason: most forums to monitor the implementation of LBS are being

used for routine review of the government sponsored schemes, credit

deposit ratio, recovery performance among others. Lending under such

schemes constitute 0.4% of the total priority sector lending.)



Recommendations

• LBS should be continued to accelerate financial inclusion in the unbanked

areas of the country.

• Private sector banks should be given a greater role in LBS action plans,

particularly in areas of their presence.

• Enhance the business correspondent model, making banking services

available in all villages having a population above 2,000 and relaxation in

KYC (know your customer) norms for small value accounts.

• “ The review on LBS has been made with a focus on financial inclusion and in view of

the recent developments in the banking sector. The scheme has been found useful to

promote financial inclusion in the country. Hence it should be continued”

Usha Thorat May 22, 2009



Scale of finance (SoF)

• Scale of finance is the measure of finance required for raising a crop

per unit cultivated area, i.e. acre or hectare.

• The scale of finance for different crops in a district is decided every

year by District Level Technical Committee (DLTC).

• The District Central Co-operative Bank in the District (DCCB) acts as

the Convener of this committee and all major banks in the District,

State Agriculture Dept. officials, leading farmers, Lead District

Managers, etc., act as its members.

• This committee which is a sub-committee of the DCC meets once in a

year and fixes the scale of finance for each crop raised in the District.



• The cornerstone of agriculture credit is the scale of finance being

fixed for every crop at the district level which forms the basis for

determining the eligible credit for each crop and farmer.

• The limit for KCC is also decided based on the scale of finance,

crop grown and area cultivated.

• The system of fixing scale of finance is in vogue for the last several

decades with the Cooperative Bank in the district taking the lead

for the same.



Fixing of SoF

• SoF may be fixed on per Acre basis indicating a range taking into

account various aspects including different agro-climatic zones,

cropping practices etc. for all important crops grown in the

district for different cropping seasons including summer crops, if

there are any.

• Separate scales may also be prescribed for irrigated and

unirrigated crops, traditional and modern methods of farming

and local variations in farming practices, if any.

• In districts where organic farming/ natural farming is vogue,

separate SoF for the same may also be finalised.



• In case of Animal Husbandry activities SOF may be fixed per

animal / bird basis for all important activities undertaken in

the district after giving due consideration to rearing practices

in vogue and all recurring expenses required for sustaining

production activities.

• Similarly, for Fishery sector scale of finance may be fixed

based on the average unit size of the investment.



Measures suggested by RBI and NABARD

• Following are some additional measures suggested for fixing SoF:

• While the district can continue to be the unit for prescription of the

SoF, different scales may be fixed, if the agro-climatic characteristics

vary, within a district.

• DLTC should build up and maintain a data base and detailed

worksheets considered for undertaking the exercise for fixation of

realistic scales.

• Scales should be fixed with reference to package of practices

adopted and the extraneous factors like resource constraints of the

banks should not come into the picture.



• There is a need for fixing separate/higher SoF for commercial

production of seeds by the seed growers, for export oriented

horticulture/ floriculture, tissue culture based seedlings, etc.

• SoF may be fixed for all the crops including horticulture crops,

Animal Husbandry activities and Fisheries activities.

• Separate SoF may be fixed for "low volume high value" crops like

flowers, aromatic/medicinal crops, spices, etc., depending upon the

crop feasibility as per agro-climatic conditions, if prevalent in the

district.



Thank you



Principles of Sound Credit

Economic Feasibility Tests of Credit: When the economic feasibility of the

credit is being observed, three basic financial aspects are to be assessed by

the banker if the loan is advanced.

• Will it generate returns more than costs?

• Will the returns have surplus, to repay the loan when it falls due?

• Will the farmer stand up to the risk and uncertainty in farming?

These 3 financial aspects are known as 3R’s of credit, which are as follows;

1. Returns from the proposed investment

2. Repayment capacity the investment generates

3. Risk- bearing ability of the farmer-borrower



• For a credit to be sound all the three R’s of credit should be met.

• These R’s of credit provide the basic criteria to judge the soundness of the

credit and to analyze the credit worthiness of a farmer.

• However the credit worthiness of the farmer-borrower depends on such

factors like credit character, adequate returns, ability and willingness to

repay loans on due date, ability to withstand unexpected finance losses etc.

• Of these, character is the most important factor – a farmer who has a

reputation for not paying his loans will find it difficult to obtain credit from

any source.

• Therefore, a lender will typically evaluate the farmer (character) and the

operation with respect to risk bearing ability, returns that are being

generated in the business and ability to repay the loans.



• Based on borrower’s credit profile and 3R’s of credit, the lender

can analyze “how much credit should be extended”. In this

context, the lender would consider the current financial position

and financial progress of the applicant.

• Likewise, the lender would also like to judge the magnitude of

credit from such borrowings, the quantum of loans which equals

added costs to added returns as well as the repayment capacity

and risk bearing ability.

• Out of 3 R’s of credit, the first R, returns refers to the most

profitable amount of credit which can be used in the business,

while the other two R’s indicate restrictions or limitations which

may be necessary in some cases for the loan to be sound.



Analysis of Return

• This is an important measure in credit analysis. The banker needs to have an

idea about the extent of returns likely to be obtained from the proposed

investment.

• The farmer’s request for credit can be accepted only if he can be able to

generate returns that enable him to meet the costs. Returns mean the

incremental returns from the use of credit and it must generate adequate funds

to repay the loan (principal and interest) and lead the farmer better off.

• Returns obtained by the farmer depend upon the decisions like, What to grow?

How to grow? How much to grow? When to sell? Where to sell?

• Therefore the main concern here is that the farmers should be able to

generate incremental returns that should cover the additional costs incurred

with borrowed funds.



• Two questions are of interest in evaluating income or returns; first

is the issue of whether the planned use of credit is most profitable

use in his business.

• For example, a farmer has a plan to use credit to construct a cattle

shed in the hope of earning adequate incomes through his milch

animals but it may be more profitable to install a tube well to

irrigate his fields. So a number of ways are there and farmer has to

decide in which alternative the funds should be utilized.

• Because the planned use of credit is profitable but the question of

whether this is the most profitable use, must be analysed.



• A second question regarding returns is whether the farm is

generating adequate income to compensate for contributions of

family labour and management as well as for equity accumulation.

• Analysis Examination of returns examine incomes to compensate for

the contributions of family labour, management and building owners

equity is also essential.

• The overall profitability of a farm business must be evaluated to

assess the possibility of earning incomes from most profitable

enterprise so as to compensate the losses on unprofitable ones.



Repayment Analysis

• The repaying capacity is the amount of money that a farm family

would be able to spare from their total earnings so as to repay the

loan after meeting his farm and family expenses.

• The repayment capacity should also be taken into consideration while

advancing loan. In fact, it is not only sufficient for a loan to be

productive rather it should also generate adequate returns so that

loan installments can be repaid.

• It is possible that a loan may be productive but may not generate

adequate income after meeting family and farm expenses to pay the

loan installments regularly.



• For example, a loan Rs.7000 may generate additional income of Rs.1000

per annum but the loan installment due may be Rs.1400 with interest.

• The investment is no doubt is productive but does not meet the

requirement of repaying principal as well as interest. Therefore, it is

essential to ascertain the repaying capacity of the loan besides

returns. Since inadequate repaying capacity would make it insolvent.

• It is important, in other words to analyze the repaying capacity to

determine how it influences the amount of credit employed and

how the repayment capacity can be strengthened.



How Repayment Capacity Influence Use of Credit

• The repayment capacity not only depends on returns, but also on several

other quantitative and qualitative factors as given below.

Y= f(X1, X2, X3, X4X5, X6, X7…)

• Where, Y is repayment capacity (dependent variable), the independent

variables X1 to X4 are quantitative factors while variables X5 to X7 are

qualitative factors.

• X1(+) = Gross returns from the enterprise for which the loan was taken

during a season (in Rs.)

• X2(-) = Working expenses (Rs.)

• X3(-) = Family expenditure (Rs.) 

• X4(-) = Other loans due (Rs.) X5(+) = Literacy

• X6(+) = Managerial skill, X7(+) = Moral characters like honesty, etc.



• The estimation of repayment capacity varies from self liquidating loans

(crop loans) to partially liquidating loans (term loans ).

Repayment capacity for self liquidating loan (crop loan)

= Gross Income – (working expenses excl. proposed crop loan + family

living expenses + other loans due+ misc. expenditure)

Repayment capacity for partially liquidating loans (term loans )

= Gross Income – (working expenses + family living expenses + other 

loans due+ misc. expenditure + annual installment due for term loan)

• Repayment capacity under risk

= Deflated gross Income – (working expenses excl. the proposed crop

loan+ family living expenses + other loans due+ misc. expenditure)



Causes for the poor repayment capacity of farmers

• Small size of the farm holdings due to fragmentation of the land.

• Low production and productivity of the crops.

• High family consumption expenditure.

• Low prices and rapid fluctuations in agricultural prices.

• Using credit for unproductive purposes.

• Low farmer’s equity/ net worth.

• Lack of adoption of improved technology.

• Poor management of limited farm resources, etc



Measures for strengthening the repayment capacity

• Increasing the net income by proper organization and operation of the

farm business.

• Adopting the potential technology for increasing production and reducing

expenses on the farm.

• Removing the imbalances in the resource availability.

• Making schedule of loan repayment plan as per the flow of income.

• Improving net worth of the farm households.

• Diversification of farm enterprises.

• Adoption of risk management strategies like insurance of crops, animals

and machinery and hedging to control price variations ,etc.,



Risk Bearing Ability

• It means the ability of borrower to withstand the unexpected low

incomes, unpredictable losses & expenses and continue the farming.

• Risk bearing ability determines the quantum of credit which can be

safely used by the farm firm.

• It is quite possible that a loan may be productive and may also generate

adequate repaying capacity but borrower may not be able to afford the

shocks of probable financial losses due to poor risk bearing ability.

• Therefore assessment of risk bearing ability is essential since both

returns and repayment capacity are based on expected production,

prices and costs, which seldom hold true.



• Agricultural production is biological in nature and is exposed to

various type of risks. The major sources / types of risks are;

• Production/ physical risk.

• Technological risk.

• Personal risk

• Institutional risk

• Weather uncertainty.

• Price risk



Means of measuring risk bearing ability

• Risk can be quantified by statistical techniques like coefficient of

variation (CV), standard deviation (SD) and programming models.

•

• More S. D. more risk, More C. V. more risk. High risk – low risk 
bearing ability. 
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Measures to strengthen risk bearing ability

– Increasing the owner’s equity/net worth

– Reducing the farm and family expenditure.

– Developing the moral character i.e. honesty, integrity, dependability and sense

of responsibility etc. All these qualities put together are called credit rating.

– Undertaking the reliable and stable enterprises (enterprises giving the assured

and steady income)

– Improving the ability to borrow funds during good and bad times of crop

production.

– Improving the ability to earn and save money. A part of the farm earnings

should be saved by the farmer so as to meet the uncertainty in future.

– Taking up of crop, livestock and machinery insurance.



Three (3) C’s of credit

• The important factors which may be taken into consideration while

extending or using credit are character, capacity and capital, quite

often termed as the “Three C’s of credit”.

1. Character

• The term character here means the credit character which consists

of those qualities of an individual which make him conscious about

his debt. The character may include borrower’s moral qualities such

as honesty, integrity (soundness) sense of responsibility and trust

worthiness.



• If a person’s credit profile reveals that he has been borrowing and

also timely repaying the same then he possesses an ideal credit

character and vice-versa.

• It is quite possible that an individual may possess ideal character in

usual sense but, may rank low on credit character or vice-versa.

• Character is one of the basic cornerstones in assessing risk bearing

ability (3rd R of credit).

• A man of high credit character can withstand unforeseen events and

may save himself from becoming insolvent.

• Undoubtedly, character also has a bearing on returns and repayment

capacity, i.e. a man of high credit character also quite often

outstanding in his business affairs.



2. Capacity

• The term capacity denotes the ability of borrower to pay his dept

whenever it becomes due. Capacity is a function of income rather

than savings, since payments usually depend upon income. Higher

income signifies higher capacity and vice-versa. Income of the

borrower farmer depends on several factors like efficient use of

resources, (resource use pattern) management, productivity, etc.

3. Capital   

• The term capital refers to the equity or net worth of an individual or

business (Net worth = total assists – total liabilities). It assures that

funds are available to repay the loan, if character and capacity prove

inadequate. Thus, capital represents one of the cornerstones for

measuring the risk-bearing ability.



Thank you



Higher Financing Agencies

• Many national and international agencies are involved in

agricultural financing. A brief account of higher financing

agencies involved in agricultural financing is presented under;



Reserve Bank of India (RBI)

• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was established in 1935 under the

Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. Its headquarters is located at Mumbai.

The RBI was set up to accomplish the following;

 Regulate the issue of bank notes

 Secure monetary stability in the country

 Operate currency and credit system to its advantage

Functions of RBI:

• As a note issuing agency

• Banker’s bank to state and central government

• Guardian of the money market through control of credit

• It undertakes exchange control operations.



Functions of RBI in the sphere of rural credit

• The functions of RBI in the sphere of rural credit can be dealt

under three aspects:

• Provision of finance

• Promotional activities, and

• Regulatory functions



Provision of Finance

• RBI provides necessary finance needed by farmers through

commercial banks, cooperative banks and RRBs on refinance basis.

• It advances long-term loans to state governments for their

contribution to the share capital of the cooperative credit

institutions like State Cooperative Banks (SCBs) and District

Cooperative Central Banks (DCCBs).

• It advances medium-term loans to State Cooperative Banks.

• It extends refinance facility to the RRBs only to an extent of 50 per

cent of outstanding advances.



Promotional activities

• The RBI constitutes study teams to look into the organization and

operation of the cooperative credit institutions all over the country.

• It also conducts number of surveys and studies pertaining to rural

credit aspects in the country.

• The RBI felt that the cooperatives are the major force in the field of

agricultural credit; and hence measures were framed for the

strengthening of cooperatives such as;

 Reorganization of the state and central cooperative banks on the

principle of one apex bank for each state and one central bank for

each district.



 Rehabilitation of those central cooperative banks, which are

financially weak due to mounting over dues, insufficiency of

internal finance, untrained staff, poor management, etc.

 Strengthening of PACS to ensure their financial and operational

viability.

 Arranging suitable training programmes for the personnel of

cooperative institutions.



Regulatory functions

• Reserve bank of India is concerned with efficiency of channels through

which credit is distributed. Banking Regulation Act, 1966 makes the RBI to

exercise supervision over cooperative banks and commercial banks.

• As per the Credit Authorized Scheme (CAS) of 1976, the cooperative

banks should get prior authorization from RBI for providing finance

beyond a certain limit.

• The cash liquidity ratio (CLR) and cash reserve ratio (CRR) are fixed by

RBI for cooperatives, farmers service societies (FSS), regional rural banks

(RRBs) and agricultural development banks (ADBs) at lower levels than

those fixed for commercial banks. For the cooperative banks the bank

rate is 3.0 per cent less than that of commercial banks. They are

permitted by RBI to pay 0.5 per cent higher rate of interest on deposits.



• Credit Control: The term credit control or credit squeeze indicates the

regulation on the volume and direction of credit by monetary authority, RBI.

• At times of inflation, credit control operations aim at contraction of credit,

while during deflation they aim at expansion of credit. There are two

methods of credit control;

Quantitative or General Credit control: It aims at regulating the amount

of bank advances i.e. to make banks to lend more or less.

Qualitative or Selective credit control: It aims at diverting the bank

advances into certain channels or to discourage them from lending for

certain purposes. These controls, in recent times have assumed special

significance, especially in under developed economies.

• Credit Rationing: It is nothing but rationing of loans by non-price means at

times of excess demand for credit. Under variable capital-asset ratio, the

RBI fixes a ratio of capital to the total assets of the commercial banks.



Role of RBI in Agricultural Credit

• The RBI’s role in agricultural credit was found in the establishment of

Agricultural Credit Department (ACD)

• The primary functions of ACD are;

– To coordinate the functions of RBI with other banks and state

cooperative banks in respect of agricultural credit.

– To maintain expert staff to study all the questions of agricultural credit

and be available for consultation by central govt., state govts., scheduled

commercial banks and state cooperative banks.

– To provide legislations to check private money lending and checking

other malpractices.



• All India Rural Credit Survey Committee (AIRCSC) under the chairmanship of

Sri. Gorwala in 1954 gave several recommendations with regard to the

activities of RBI in the sphere of rural credit.

• Based on these recommendations, two funds were established after

amending RBI act, 1934.

• National Agricultural credit (Long-term operations) fund-1955: The fund was

started with an initial capital of Rs.10 crores and annual contribution of Rs.5

crores and later this was increased to Rs.15 crores.

• This fund was meant to provide long–term loans to various state governments

so as to enable them to contribute to the share capital of different types of

cooperative societies including Land Mortgage Banks (LMBs).

• Out of this fund loans and advances are made to state governments for a

period not exceeding 20 years.



• National Agricultural credit (Stabilization fund)-1956: It was started

with RBI’s initial contribution of Rs.1.0 crore and subsequent annual

contribution of Rs.1.0 crore.

• This fund is utilized for the purpose of granting medium-term loans to

State Co-operative Banks (SCBs), especially during the times of

famines, droughts and other natural calamities when they are unable

to repay their loans to RBI.

• The state and central cooperative banks and PACS in turn provide a

similar facility to the farmer–borrowers regarding short-term

production loans taken for crops affected by the natural calamities.

• This helps the farmers in getting additional finance at the same time

reducing their burden of repaying the loans immediately.



National Bank for Agricultural and Rural 

Development (NABARD)



• Origin: Agricultural Refinance and Development Corporation (ARDC) could

not achieve the objectives in the field of direct financing and delivery of

rural credit against the massive credit demand for rural development.

• As a result many committees and commissions were constituted like,

 Banking commission in 1972

 National Commission on Agriculture (NCA) in 1976

 Committee to Review Arrangements for Institutional Credit in Agricultural

and Rural Development (CRAFICARD) in 1979.

CRAFICARD, under the chairmanship of Sri. B. Sivaraman, recommended

the setting up of a national level institution for providing all types of

production and investment credit for agriculture and rural development.



• Thus, on the recommendations CRAFICARD the NABARD came into

existence on July 12th, 1982.

• The then existing national level institutions such as Agricultural Refinance

and Development Corporation (ARDC), Agricultural Credit Department

(ACD) and Rural Planning and Credit Cell (RPCC) of RBI were merged with

NABARD.

• The share capital of Rs.500 crores was equally contributed by

Government of India and the RBI.

• It operates through its Head Office at Mumbai and 17 regional offices –

one each in major states, 10 sub-offices in smaller states / U.Ts and 213

district offices.



Board of Management of NABARD:

• Central Government in consultation with RBI appoints all the

directors in the Board of Management along with the chairman and

the managing director (MD).

• The MD is the chief executive officer (CEO) of NABARD and he is

primarily responsible for the various operations of the bank.

• Apart from MD and Chairman, the Board of Management consists of

13 other directors and these directors will act as Advisory council of

NABARD.



Distribution of directors of Advisory council

Of the 13 directors of Advisory council

 2 are experts in rural economics and rural development.

 3 are representatives of co- operatives

 3 are representatives of commercial banks

 3 are the officials of Government of India

 2 officials belong to State Governments



Sources of funds

• Authorized share capital of NABARD is Rs.500 crores equally

contributed by Government of India and the RBI and Issued and

paid up capital of Rs. 100 crore.

Other sources are:

• Borrowings from Government of India (GOI) and any institution

approved by GOI.

• Borrowings from RBI.

• Deposits from state governments and local authorities.

• Gifts and grants received.



Objectives

• To survey and estimate all types of credit needed for the farm

sector and rural development as an apex refinancing institution.

• To take responsibility of promoting and integrating rural

development activities through refinance.

• To provide direct credit to any institution or organization or an

individual with the approval of Government of India.

• To maintain close links with RBI for guidance and assistance in

financial matters.

• To act as an effective catalytic agent for rural development i.e. in

formulating appropriate rural development plans and policies.



Functions of NABARD

• The functions of NABARD are broadly categorized as

a). Credit activities, b). Development activities, and c). Regulatory activities;

Credit activities: NABARD prepares a potentially linked credit plan annually

for each district and this forms the basis for district credit plan.

• It participates in finalization of annual action plan at block, district and state

level.

• It monitors the implementation of credit plans.

• It frames the terms and conditions to be followed by credit institutions in

financing rural farm and non- farm sectors.

• It provides refinance facilities. Refinance is of two types.



• Short-term refinance is extended for agri. production operations and

marketing of crops by farmers and farmers’ cooperatives and production

and marketing activities of village and cottage industries.

• The eligible institutions for short term refinance are state cooperative

banks (SCBs), regional rural banks (RRBs), commercial banks and other

banks approved by RBI. The time period is 12 months.

• Medium term and long term refinance is extended for investments in

agriculture and allied activities such as minor irrigation, farm

mechanization, dairy, horticulture and for investment activities of rural

artisans, small scale industries (SSI), etc.

• The period is up to a maximum of 15 years. The eligible institutions are

land development banks ( LDBs).



Extent of refinance
• The extent of refinance under various schemes is;

– Pilot rainfed farming projects (100%)

– Wasteland development scheme of individuals (100%)

– Non-farm sector schemes (outside the purview of IRDP) 100%

– Agro-processing units (75%)

– Bio-gas scheme (75%)

– All other schemes including IRDP(70%)

– Farm mechanization (50%)

– Rural Electrification Corporation (50%)

Apart from refinance, NABARD also provides direct finance to state
governments, state sponsored corporations.

• NABARD monitors its assisted projects in order to ensure their proper
implementation. It also undertakes consultancy work for projects even
though they are not refinanced by NABARD.



Development activities

• For the productive use of credit the following developmental

activities are undertaken by NABARD.

– Institutional development: Providing financial assistance for

establishment and development of institutional financial agencies.

– Research and Development Fund: Providing funds for research

and development efforts of institutional financial agencies.

– Agricultural and Rural Enterprises Incubation Fund (AREIF): For

providing assistance while inception of new enterprises.



– Rural Promotion Corpus Fund (RPCF): It is meant to provide financial

assistance for training – cum production centers, rural entrepreneurship

development programmes, and technical monitoring and evaluation

centers.

– Credit and Financial Services Fund (CFSF): It aims at providing the

assistance for innovations in rural banking and credit system, supports

institutions for research activities, surveys, meets etc.

– Linking SHGs to credit institutions: During the year 1992, NABARD started

the pilot project of linking SHGs to credit institutions. Under this, it provides

100 per cent refinance to banks for loans extended to SHGs.



Regulatory activities

• As an apex development bank, NABARD shares with RBI, some of the

regulatory and supervisory functions in respect of cooperative banks

and regional rural banks (RRBs). They are

– Under Banking regulation act 1949, NABARD undertakes the

inspection of RRBs and cooperative banks (other than PACs)

– Any RRB or cooperative bank seeking permission of RBI, for opening

branches needs recommendation of NABARD.

– The state and district central cooperative banks also need an

authorization from NABARD for extending assistance to units outside

the cooperative sector and non-credit cooperatives for certain

purposes beyond the cut-off limit.



Thank you



Asian Development Bank (ADB)

• ADB was conceived in 1960s as an Asian financial institution to foster

economic growth and cooperation among the developing and

underdeveloped Asian countries.

• It was established on Dec. 19, 1966, with 31 members at Manila

(Philippines), with Takeshi Watanabe as its first president and started

functioning from January 1, 1967.

• The ADB’s head quarters are located at Manila, Philippines. It aims at

eradication of poverty in the Asia –Pacific region.

• It is a multilateral institution having 68 members, with 49 members from

Asia-Pacific region and 19 from other parts of globe.

• The highest policy-making body of the bank is the Board of Governors

consisted of one representative from each member country.



• The Board of Governors, in turn, elects among themselves, the 12

member Board of Directors.

• Eight of the twelve members come from Asia-Pacific members,

while the rest come from non-regional members.

• The Board of Governors also elects the bank’s president who is the

chairperson of the Board of Directors and manages the ADB.

• The term of office of president is five years, and may be reelected

for second term.

• Japan is the largest share holder of the bank, traditionally the

president has always been from Japan.

• The ADB was founded in 1966 with goal of eradicating the poverty

in the Asia-Pacific region. With over 1.9 billion people living on less

than $2 a day in Asia, the institution has a formidable challenge.



Objectives of ADB

• To help the member countries in countering poverty. Hence, it helps

them in poverty reduction and country development.

• To help the countries to go towards economic growth.

• To support human development.

• To work towards empowering women and improving their status.

Moreover, they believe in preserving and protecting the environment.



Functions of Asian Development Bank

• 1. Economic and Social Advancement: This bank has a membership

program under which there are various benefits available for the

members’ countries. These benefits include providing loan and

investment at a concessional rate.

• One of the functions of the ADB is to provide loans and equity

investments for the economic and social upgrade of developing member

countries.

• 2. Technical Assistance: Most of the countries require a lot of services like

advisory services. Moreover, they while operating at the international

level, most of the countries require technical support too.

• One of the functions of the Asian Development Bank is to

provide technical assistance for the preparation and implementation of

development projects and advisory services.



• 3. Investment Promotion: Firstly, the Asian Development Bank

provides a lot of services to the member countries in the form of

investments. At the same time, they also provide some specific

sort of investment facilities for development purposes.

• 4. Support in Policies and Plans: Plans and policies play an

important role in any country. There are various domestic agencies

providing help to the authorities while framing various policies. But

there is a need for some international agencies at the same time

for the same function.

• One of the functions of the ADB is to provide help to the member

countries in framing policies and plans at the international level.



World Bank

• The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) also called

World Bank was established in the year 1945 and started its operations in the

year 1946.

• It is the sister institution of another international financial agency, International

Monetary Fund (IMF)

• The IBRD’s main aim is to reduce the poverty by promoting sustainable

economic development in member countries.

• It attains its goal by providing loans and technical assistance for projects and

programmes in developing member countries.

• The financial strength of IBRD is based on the support it receives from its

shareholders and financial policies and practices adopted by it.

• The main activity of World Bank is to provide loans to the member- countries.



Functions of World Bank

• Development activities: It provides loans to its member-countries to

meet their developmental needs.

• It also provides technical assistance and other services to the member

countries to reduce poverty.

• Providing Loans: Each loan must be approved by IBRD’s executive

directors.

• Apart from providing loans it also waives the loans under special

circumstances i.e. occurrence of natural calamities.

• After providing loans, the appraisal of the projects is carried out by

IBRD’s operational staff comprising engineers, financial analysts,

economists and other specialists.



• The loan disbursements are subjected to the fulfillment of conditions

laid in the loan agreement.

• During the implementation, IBRD’s experienced staff periodically visits

the project site to review the progress and monitor whether the

execution of project is inline with IBRD’s policies.

• During these visits the bank staff help in resolving any problems that may

arise during the execution of the project.

• After the completion, the projects are evaluated by an independent body

and findings are reported to the executive directors to determine the

extent to which project objectives are fulfilled.



• Consultancy: Besides financial help, IBRD also provides technical

assistance to countries irrespective of loans taken from it or not.

• There is a growing demand from countries for strategic advise, knowledge

transfer and capacity building.

• Research and Training: To assist member countries, the Bank offers courses

and training related to economic policy development and administration for

governments and organizations that work closely with IBRD.

• Trust–Fund Administration: IBRD itself or jointly with International

Development Agency (IDA), on behalf of donors restricts the use of funds

for specific purposes only. The funds so obtained are not included in the

list of assets owned by IBRD.

• Investment Management: IBRD provides investment management

services for external institutions by charging a fee. The funds thus

obtained are not included in the assets of IBRD.



Affiliated Organizations of IBRD

• To complement the activities of IBRD, there are THREE affiliated

organizations and they are;

• International Development Association (IDA): It was established in the year

1960. Its main goal is to reduce the poverty through promoting economic

development in less developed areas of the world

• International Financial Corporation (IFC): It was established in the year

1955. Its main aim is to encourage the growth of productive private

enterprises in the member-countries by providing loans and investments

without a member’s guarantee.

• Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA): Its main aim is to

encourage the flow of investments for productive purposes among member

countries particularly in developing countries.



International Monetary Fund (IMF)

• The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an international

organization. At present 185 countries are the members of IMF. Its

headquarters is located at Washington, DC., USA.

• Origin: After the Second World War, many countries felt the need to

have an organization to get help in monetary matters between

countries.

• To begin with, 29 countries discussed the matter, and signed an

agreement. The agreement was the Articles of Association of the

International Monetary Fund. IMF came in to being in Dec. 1945.



Membership

• Any country can apply to become a member of the IMF.

• When a country applies for membership, the IMF’s Executive

Board examines the application. If found suitable, the Board gives

its report to IMF’s Board of Governors. After the Board of

Governors clears the application, the country may join the IMF.

• However, before joining, the country should fulfill legal

requirements, if any, of its own country.

• Every member has a different voting right. Likewise, every country

has a different right to draw funds.

• This depends on many factors, including the member country’s

first subscription to the IMF.



Functions of IMF

• The IMF does a number of supervisory works relating to financial dealings

between different countries. Some of the works done by IMF are:

– Helping in international trade, that is, business between countries

– Looking after exchange rates

– Looking after balance of payments

– Helping member countries in economic development



Management of IMF

• A Board of Directors manages the IMF. One tradition has governed the

selection of two most senior posts of IMF. Firstly, IMF’s managing

director is always European. IMF’s president is always from the United

States of America.

• The major countries of Europe and America control the IMF. This is

because they have given more money to IMF by way of first

subscriptions, and so have larger share of voting rights.



Thank You



Concept of Cost

• In general terms, cost refers to an amount to be paid or given up for

acquiring any resource or service.

• In economics, cost can be defined as a monetary value of efforts,

material, resources, time and utilities consumed, risks incurred, and

opportunity forgone in the production of a good or service.

• An organization incurs a number of costs, such as opportunity costs,

fixed costs, implicit costs, explicit costs, social costs, and

replacement costs.



Cost of credit 

• The cost of credit is the additional amount, over and above the amount

borrowed, that the borrower has to pay or incur. It includes interest,

arrangement fees and any other charges. Some costs are mandatory,

required by the lender as an integral part of the credit agreement, while

others are optional.

• Interest and other charges are presented in a variety of ways, but under

many legislative regimes lenders are required to quote all mandatory

charges in the form of an Annual Percentage Rate (APR).

• The aim of the APR calculation is to promote "truth in lending", to give

potential borrowers a clear measure of the true cost of borrowing and to

allow a comparison to be made between competing products (credit).



• The APR is derived from the pattern of advances and repayments made

during the agreement. Optional charges are usually not included in the

APR calculation.

• The cost of credit to a borrower has two components;

a). Interest cost, and 

b). Non-interest cost

a). Interest cost: The interest cost, the rate of interest, is the price or cost

of servicing a loan which is to be paid by the borrower while using it.

• The various factors associated with the cost of credit include;

• The cost of obtaining loanable funds – which usually depends upon the

sources, demand for and supply of capital in the market.



• A risk premium i.e. both default risk – a loan may not be fully repaid as

and when it falls due; and interest rate or market risk – the possibility of

changing interest rate once a loan has been sanctioned.

• Administration’s servicing costs associated with the size and term of loan –

sometimes overhead costs are very high both on small and large loans, and

• Inflation – the real value of principal payments made in future may be

less than the real value of loan received today.

• Besides, the lender has to take care of abstinence while increasing

deposits / savings.

• Hence, the lender need to be compensated for their cost of funds,

inflation, risk, administrative expenses and also for abstinence.



b). Non-interest cost: The non-interest costs are the various expenses

incurred by borrowers in getting credit. They include expenses towards

travel, arranging documents, fees and charges towards ‘no objection

certificates’ from financing institutions, furnishing credit deeds,

opportunity cost of labour of the borrower, etc.

• Non-interest cost varies from agency to agency. It is similar to fixed cost in

nature does not vary with amount.



Preparing Agricultural Financial Statements

• An understanding of the financial performance of a business is critical

for the success in a competitive environment.

• Accurate records and financial statements are the foundation required

to analyze the financial condition and trends of business operation.

• All agricultural businesses, from small to large, require financial

statements completed on a regular basis to track financial progress

including equity, liquidity, income and cash flow.



Usefulness of financial statements

As a tool for management

• Successful managers use financial statements in combination with

production records to identify strengths and weaknesses in their

operation.

• In addition to tracking trends in assets and liabilities, financial

statements can reveal where revenues are originating and where

expenses are occurring.

• Financial statements can be used to time cash expenditures and

plan for credit needs.

• Finally, these statements provide the critical data for ratio analysis

and benchmarking.



• As a tool for use with lenders and other professionals

• Lenders request, and in most cases require, an accurate set of financial

statements to accompany a credit request.

• A carefully prepared set of financial statements shows you have a detailed

understanding of your business and its repayment capacity.

• Others, such as attorneys and financial planners, also need financial

statements for services such as estate and retirement planning,

• The common financial statement used in the farm business are;

• Balance sheet

• Income statement, and

• Cash flow statement



Balance Sheet

• The balance sheet, also called the ‘net worth statement’, is a summary of the

assets and liabilities of a firm, together with a statement of owner’s equity.

• The term ‘balance’ here implies that the value of assets must be equal to the

value of liabilities plus owner’s equity or net worth.

• It is a two column statement of the business in which the assets are recorded

on the left column and liabilities in the right side in physical and value terms.

• Balance sheet presents the financial position and stability of the business at

particular point of time.

• Net worth is shown as an excess of assets over liabilities, i.e., the liability of the

business to the farmer or the farmer’s claim in the business.

• A balance sheet has a common set of characteristics. These are;



• It pertains to the specific time, 31 Dec. or 31 March. Afterwards, a farmer

can do a transaction i.e. can sell some of the assets or pay part of his debt.

• The balance sheet may however, corresponds to the agriculture year,

calendar year or financial year.

• In fact, the date should be chosen such that two successive balance sheets

represent the beginning and ending points of time as covered by the

intervening income statement.

• It has three components viz. (a) Assets, (b) Liabilities and (c) Net worth or

owner’s equity – the balancing entry in the account.

• It includes either owned or owed items.

• Note: The balance sheet does not provide an accurate measure of total assets

controlled, since many assets used in the production may be rented in.



• The balance sheet can be prepared for a ‘farm business’ or for a ‘farm

operator ’.

• The balance sheet for a farm business should contain only assets, liabilities

and net worth of the farm business.

• A balance sheet for a farm operator should included both business and

personal items (may be listed separately for analysis purpose).

• These assets and liabilities are presented in order or payments or can be

liquidated.

• The balance sheet does not indicate the progress or deterioration of the

farm business, unless drawn overtime and net worth is compared.



• The balance sheet can be constructed on a cost basis (book value) or

current market value basis.

• The cost basis balance sheet contains the value of assets based on their

purchase price or original cost minus depreciation, where applicable.

These values may be higher or lower than their current market values.

• Some times the physical data is also given to see changes in the inventory

value (quantity of grains, size and no. of livestock), changes in unit price or

both in inventory and prices.

• Net worth is placed towards liability side, as the owner like a creditor has

claim against the business for the assets equal to net worth.

• In fact, it is the liability of business which owes that amount of the owner.

But net deficit is placed on the asset side to show the shortage of assets.



Assets Liabilities

A Current Assets Value Rs. A. Short Term Value Rs.

i Cash in hand 20000 i Loan from Trader 10000

ii Debt Receivable 5000 ii Crop Loan 13000

iii Inventories

Wheat in Store 3000

Gram in Store 1000

Fertilizer 1000

Standing Crops

Paddy 36000

Maize 6000

Soybean 8000

iv Livestock for 

Cows (1) 20000

Buffalo (1) 15000

Calves (2) 1800

Sub Total 106800 Sub Total 23000

Balance Sheet of Mr. X’s Agricultural Farm as on June 30th 2020



B Medium Term Assets B. Medium Term

i. Livestock i

Medium Term Loan for 

Pump Set 20000

Cow (1) 10000

Bullocks (2) 3000

ii Pump Set 20000

iii Plough 1000

iv Cultivator 5000

v Thresher 25000

vi Sprayer 1000

vii Bullock Cart 4000

viii

Other 

Implements 3000

Sub Total 72000 Sub Total 20000



C Long Term (Fixed) Assets C. Long Term Liabilities

i. Land (2 ha) 10,00,000 i. Purchase of Land 15,000

ii Farm Building 2,00,000

Sub Total 12,00,000 Sub Total 15,000

Total Outside 

Liabilities (A+B+C) 58,000

D. Net Worth 13,20,800

Total Assets 

(A+B+C) 13,78,800

Total Liabilities 

(A+B+C+D) 13,78,800



Assets

• Assets are the resources or things of value owned by an individual

household, firm or organization, i.e. cash, property.

• Title of land, capital goods, etc. are the part of wealth and possess market or

exchange value, are assets.

• Assets are classified into two categories.

• A. Financial assets: Are the claims or titles to receive income or to receive

value from others. e. g. are bills receivable, shares, bonds, securities, etc.

• B. Real Assets: Real Assets are tangible resources like plant, building,

implements, tool, land, etc. providing services in production or directly to

the consumer. These may be;



• 1. Fixed Assets: Fixed Assets are long lasting assets. They are of the nature

that it is difficult to convert them into cash in short period of time to meet

any current obligation.

• Relatively larger period of time (say >1 year) is required to concert fixed

assets into cash; examples land, buildings, etc.

• 2. Working Assets: These are more liquid than fixed assets. Relativity lesser

period of time is required to concert working assets into cash than the fixed

assets. e.g. machinery, equipment, etc.

• 3. Current Assets:- They are most liquid assets. They are consumable in a

year e.g. seeds, fertilizers, cash in hand, livestock for sale, etc.

• The current assets can be readily converted into cash to meet current

obligations.



Liability

• Liabilities are financial claims or monetary debt, actual or potential on an

individual household, firm, government or an institution.

• In other words, liabilities are the financial obligations of an individual or

institution, which are to be repaid on a specified date / time period e.g.

• Liabilities are obligations or items that are owed to others. Liabilities are

the accounting opposite of assets.

• Demand deposits are the liabilities of bank to its depositors.

• Liabilities include accounts payable, accrued interest and principal on bonds

issued, accrued interest and principal on mortgages outstanding, etc.



• Long duration liabilities: These liabilities are those which do not

require repayment during the current accounting period e.g. Long

term loan for purchase of tractor.

• Intermediate liabilities: These liabilities can be deferred or

postponed for the present but fall due within the year e.g. medium

term loan.

• Current liabilities: Repayment of these liabilities may be

demanded at once e.g. short term loans.

• The term liabilities usually refer to financial liabilities, that may be

of two types.



On the basis of restriction

• 1. Limited Liability: Limited Liability refers to restriction of liability

of an investor to the amount of investment. The responsibility of

shareholder is up to the value of shares.

• Once they have paid the value of share their responsibility is over.

They are not responsible to pay more than the amount they

invested if in any case an organization face financial problem.

• 2. Unlimited Liability: Unlimited Liability means that the owner’s

personal wealth may be used to pay off debts and obligations of

the business when the business is unable to do so.



Net worth

• Net worth or Owner’s equity is shown as an excess of assets over liabilities,

i.e., the liability of the business to the farmer or the farmer’s claim in the

business. It is the owners’ claim to business assets after all of the liabilities

have been paid off.

• If the business assets are liquidated to pay off creditors, the excess money

left over would be considered owner’s equity or net worth.

• A high net worth relates to good financial strength and ultimately good

credit rating of an individual or a company.

• Similarly a low or negative net worth will relate to a weaker financial

strength and a lower credit rating, thus directly affecting the individual's

or the company's ability to raise funds from the market.



Financial Tests Ratios

• The financial ratio analysis can be done based on balance sheet data

which monitors the financial structure of the farm business or operator.

• These financial ratios provide information pertaining to extent of risk

involved in lending to the farmer and can be divided as; (a) Liquidity

ratios, and (b) Solvency Ratios.

• Liquidity Ratios: These ratios indicate the ability of the farmer to generate

sufficient cash to meet the debt obligations without disrupting his farm

business.

• Usually cash flow statement provides the liquidity position of a farmer

but balance sheet ratio act as a proxy. These ratios are;



Current Ratio

• It measures the relationship between current assets and current liabilities

• This ratio indicates the extent to which current assets, if liquidated, would

cover the current liabilities, i.e. the value of current assets for each rupee of

current liability.

• Higher current ratio means more liquidity exists in the farm business.

sLiabilitieCurrent 

AssetsCurrent 
RatioCurrent 



• Working Ratio: Just like current ratio, the working ratio is used to measure

the intermediate liquidity position.

• Over period, both current and working assets are converted into cash.

• This ratio reflects that whether or not the cash derived in this period

would be adequate to cover the liabilities of the same period.

• Higher ratio (more than one), indicates the adequate risk bearing ability

of the borrower.

sLiabilitie WorkingandCurrent  of Sum
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– Debt-structure Ratio: It measures the relationship between current

liabilities and total liabilities, i.e.

• Lower the value of this ratio, higher is the liquidity position of the farm

business.

– Acid Test Ratio or Quick Ratio: It is identical to the current ratio except

that inventories and supplies are excluded

• This ratio reflects the adequacy of cash, accounts receivable, etc. to

cover all current liabilities.

sLiabilitie Total
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Solvency Ratios

• Solvency is a measure of financial security, i.e. what would be left in case

all the assets are converted into cash and debts are paid. These ratios

measure the relationship between claims on the business and either

total assets or owner’s equity.

• Leverage Ratio: It measures the relationship between debt and equity of

farm business or farm operator, i.e. degree of financial risk involved with

the debt servicing. It is also called Debt-Equity ratio.

• With higher ratio, the farm operator has larger claims/debt to pay in

relation to his equity.

Net Worth

sLiabilitie Total
 Ratio Leverage 



• Net Capital Ratio: It shows the relationship between total assets and total

liabilities. It depicts the long run solvency position of a farm operator.

• Greater than one net capital ratio (>1) indicates the liquidation of business

would generate adequate cash to repay the total liabilities.

• Equity to Asset Value Ratio: It is used to examine the overall financial

position of the farm business. This ratio shows the one rupee worth of an

asset produces how much net worth.

sLiabilitie Total

Assets Total
 Ratio CapitalNet 

Assets of Value
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 Ratio ValueAsset  Equity to 



Thank you



Income Statement

• An income statement is also called profit and loss statement or profit

and loss account.

• It is a measure of revenue and expenses during a specified accounting

period (usually a year).

• It provides a fairly good picture of income earning and managerial ability

of the farmer in case drawn over a number of years.

• Once prepared for a farm business, it reveals the success or failure story

over time together with the costs and returns associated in the use of

capital and/or credit.



• In preparing income statement it is useful to consider various types of

income such as;

• a) cash revenue from the sale of crops, livestock and its products, income

from custom hiring and cash receivables.

• b) kind income, such as value of farm produce consumed by the farm

family, rental value of farm dwellings

• c) unutilized income such as inventory changes

• d) miscellaneous income if any.

• However, the non-farm income can also be included in the income

statement if prepared for a farm operator.



• Cash farm operating expenses represent those expenditures of cash

which are associated with the operation of a farm. These expenses

pertain to the purchases of feed, seed, fertilizer and supplies i.e. variable

expenses.

• Cash expenses are incurred only if production is undertaken.

• Fixed cash expenses represent the outlay incurred even in the absence of

production e.g. land revenue, interest on term loans etc.

• Expenditure on purchase of long term capital assets such as tractor,

bullock, pump-set, land etc. are not considered as cash expenses because

these assets are consumed over a long period of time.

• In fact cost of these assets is allocated over their entire life by including

annual depreciation as an expense item.



• Similarly current principal repayment of loan is also excluded as cash

expenses since repayment of principal has not effect on profit, as liabilities

are reduced by an equal amount.

• However, interest payments form a cash expense.

• These total cash farm expenses are deducted from the total cash farm

revenue to get cash farm income.

• The inventory of a farm also differs between the beginning and at the end.

• Therefore the inventory changes may also be accounted for at the time of

income measurement.

• In fact, annual net change in crop and livestock inventories, fertilizer and

other supplies must be accounted for if we are interested to measure the

accurate profit.



• In case inventories are greater at the end of year as compared to

beginning, then addition to farm income would be positive.

• On the contrary, if inventories decline during the year, the income would

be reduced, while doing non-cash adjustments in the income statement.

• Similarly changes in the value of crop and livestock inventories due to

change in price should also be reflected when adjusted for the income.

• The changes between beginning and ending liabilities such as debt and

interest payments may also be considered, while preparing an income

statement.



• The non-farm income represents the net cash earnings of farm operator

and his family from non-farm investments and occupations.

• They may also be included, if we are preparing the income statement of

farm operator.

• Likewise, the value of farm produce consumed by the farm family should

be included while measuring the net farm earnings.

• By subtracting the imputed value of family labour and interest on

investment (or working capital) from the net farm earnings, one can get

the returns to management of farm business.



• Income statement can be used to help the borrower in getting the farm

finance. Since the net cash income, net farm earnings and returns to

management can be measured by income statement.

• It reflects the temporal progress of farm business.

• In fact given an opportunity the farmer has capacity of using additional

resources for enhancing his farm income.

• Therefore, the risk involved in advancing loan to such farmers is low and his

income statement supports well to his application for the credit agency.



Financial Test Ratios based on Income Statement

• The ratio analysis can be used to monitor the financial strength of a farm

business or a farm operator.

• Financial ratios act as a yardstick in monitoring the financial strength of a

farm business or a farm operator.

• However, financial ratios based on income statement serve as a guideline

for measuring the returns from an investment.

• These ratios can also be divided into two categories viz.

(a) Efficiency Ratios which relate expenses to gross income, and

(b) Profitability Ratios, which relate income to capital investment.



Efficiency Ratios Based on Income Statement
• These ratios measure the degree to which a farm operator uses his farm

resources in order to obtain the optimum / desired results.

• Thus, it evaluates the input-output efficiency of a farm business, which can

either be in value term or in physical term.

• In fact, controlling expenses in relation to income is one of the keys to a

profitable farm operation.

(i). Operating Ratio: It refers to the ratio of variables of operating farm

expenses to gross farm income;

• This reflects the proportion of operating expenses into the gross farm income.

 
Income Farm Gross

Expenses Farm Operating Total
 Ratio Operating 



• (ii). Fixed Ratio: It measures the ratio of fixed farm expenses to the

gross farm income. In other words, it represents the share of fixed farm

expense per rupee of gross farm income.

• (iii). Gross Ratio: The operating and fixed ratio comprises of gross ratio.

It expresses the proportion of gross farm income being absorbed by the

total costs.

 
Income Farm Gross

Expenses Farm Fixed
 Ratio Fixed 
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• (iv). Expense – structure Ratio: It measures the fraction of fixed cost into

the total cost, i.e.

• Higher the value of Expense-structure ratio, the more inflexible the farm

operator is to adjust quickly and efficiently with the changing marketing

conditions.

• (v). Physical Efficiency Ratio: There are several useful physical efficiency

ratios that can not be developed through income statement e.g. grain

yield/ha, milk production/animal in liters, etc.

ExpensesCash  Total

ExpensesCash  Fixed
  Ratio structure-Expense 



Profitability Ratios

• The total profit is not a reliable indicator to evaluate the relative

performance of two or more farm businesses due to differences in their

size and type of farm business.

• Rate of return over investment offers one criterion that can be applied

across different types and sizes of farm business.

• Furthermore, income on investment ratios indicates the efficiency with

which capital is being employed in the farm business.

• (i). Capital-turn Over Ratio: It measures the gross farm income generated

per rupee of capital investment. It is very commonly used to quickly

appraise the efficiency of capital.

Investment Capital Total

Income Gross
RatioOver turn -Capital 



• (ii). Rate of Return on Debt and Equity Capital: It relates to the return

from debt and capital investment in the farm business to the total farm

business assets.

• The net return to total capital used in the business is obtained by adding

interest paid during the year to net farm income and subtracting an

allowance for unpaid operator and family labour and management.

Investment Capital Total

Capital Return to Gross
 CapitalEquity  andDebt on Return  of Rate 



• (iii). Rate of Return on Equity Investment: It describes the return per

rupee of equity invested and provides a basis for comparison with the

rates of return on non-farm investment.

• The return on owner’s equity may be obtained by deducting wages for

operator, family labour and management from the net farm income.

Net Worth

Equity Return to
  InvestmentEquity on Return  of Rate 



Cooperative Marketing

• Cooperative marketing is the system by which a group of farmers join

together to carry on some or all the processes involved in bringing goods

from producer to the consumer.

• In other words, a marketing society is a cooperative association of cultivators

formed primarily for the purpose of helping the members to market their

produce more profitably than is possible through private trade.

• A cooperative marketing society is governed by democratic principles and

the control of the organization is in the hands of producer-farmers.

• The profit earned by the society is distributed among the members on the

basis of the quantity of the produce marketed by them.



• A cooperative marketing society is a voluntary business organization

established by its member patrons to market farm products collectively for

their direct benefit.

• It is governed by the democratic principles, and savings are distributed to

the members on the basis of there share.

• The members are the owners, operator, and contributors of the

commodities and are the direct beneficiaries of the savings that accrue to

the society.

• No intermediary stands to profits or loss at the expense of the other

members.

• Cooperative marketing organizations are the associations of producers for

the collective marketing of their produce and securing for the members

the advantages that result from large scale business, which an individual

cultivator can not secure because of small marketable surplus.



• In cooperative marketing society the control of the organization is in the

hands of the farmers and each member has one vote irrespective of the

number of shares purchased by them.

• The profit earned by the society is distributed among the members on the

basis of the quantity of produce marketed by them.

• In other words cooperative marketing societies are established for the

purpose of collectively marketing the products of the member farmers.

• Cooperative marketing emphasises the concept of commercialization.

• Its economic motive and character distinguish it from other associations

in the method of their operations, but they differ from the capitalist

system chiefly in their motive and organization.



• Area of Operation: The area of operation of a marketing society is usually

fixed with reference to local conditions e.g. a marketing society dealing

with commercial crops like cotton, jute or sugarcane may extend to whole

district or whole area growing the crops.

• Membership: There are two types of members of cooperative marketing

societies.

• Ordinary members: Individual farmers, cooperative farming societies, and

service societies of the area may become the ordinary members

cooperative marketing society. The have the right to participate in the

deliberations of the society, share in the profits and participate in the

decision making process.

• Nominal members: Traders with whom the society establishes business

dealings are enrolled as nominal members. The nominal members do not

have the right to participate in the decision making and share in the profits.



• Sources of Finance: The major sources of capital of cooperative marketing

society are capital, share capital, deposits by members, loans from central

financing agencies, commercial banks by pledging or hypothecation and

also as clean credit up to the extent of 50% of owned capital.

• The cooperative marketing societies get grants and subsidies from govt.

for the purchase of grading machinery and transport vehicles to meet

their initial heavy expenditure

• They also get subsidy for a part of the cost of the managerial staff for a

period of 3 years to make them viable.

• The members and the state govt. subscribe to the share capital of the

societies. Members may purchases as many shares as they like. The are

encouraged to invest sufficiently in the share capital. They are also

persuaded to invest their dividend and bonus in the shares of the society.



• Functions: The main functions of cooperative marketing society are;

1. To market the produce of the members of the society at fair price.

2. To safeguard the members from excessive marketing costs and malpractices.

3. To make credit facilities available to the members against the security of

produce brought for sale.

4. To provide the facilities of grading and market information which may help

them get a good price for their produce;

5. To make arrangements for the scientific storage of the members’ produce.

6. To act as an agent of the govt. for the procurement of food grains and for

implementation of the price support policy.

7. To arrange for the export of the produce of the members so that they may

get better returns.



8. To introduce A system of pooling so as to acquire a better bargaining power

than the individual member, having a small quantity of produce for

marketing purposes.

9. To make arrangement for the transport of produce of members from the

villages to the market on collective basis and bring about a reduction in cost

of transportation.

10. To arrange for the supply of inputs required by the farmers such as

improved seeds, fertilizers, insecticides & pesticides.

11. Sale on commission basis

12. Purchase of members produce

13. Advancing credit



• Types of Cooperative Marketing Societies: On the basis of the

commodities dealt in by them, the cooperative marketing societies may be

grouped into following types;

• Single Commodity Cooperative Marketing Societies: They deal in the

marketing of only one commodity. They get sufficient business from the

farmers producing that single commodity. Examples are sugarcane

cooperative marketing society and cotton cooperative marketing society.

• Multi-Commodity Cooperative Marketing Society: Market a large number

of commodities such as food grains, oilseeds, fruits and vegetables.

• Multi-Purpose Multi-Commodity Cooperative Marketing Society: Market

a large number of commodities and perform such other functions as

providing credit to the members, arranging for the supply of inputs and

meeting their requirements of essential domestic consumption goods.



Structure of Cooperative Marketing Societies

• The cooperative marketing societies have both two-tier and three-

tier structure. In some states namely; Assam, Bihar, Kerala, M.P,

Karnataka, Orissa, Rajasthan and West Bengal, there is two-tier

pattern with primary marketing societies at the base level and state

marketing federation at the state level.

• In other states, there is three-tire system with district marketing

society in the middle.

• At the national level, NAFED serves as the apex institution.



National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation 
(NAFED)

State Cooperative Marketing Federation (SAFED)

District / Central Marketing Society

General Purpose Primary 
Marketing Society

Special Commodity Primary 
Marketing Society

Structure of Cooperative Marketing Societies



• Base level: At the base level there are primary cooperative marketing

societies. These societies market the produce of the members in that area.

• They may be single commodity or multi-commodity societies depending

upon the production of crops in the area.

• They are located in the primary wholesale market and their field of

operation extends to the area from which produce reaches for sale, which

may cover one or two Tehsils, panchayat samities or development blocks.

• Central/District Level: At the district level there are central cooperative

marketing unions or federations.

• Their main job is to market the produce brought for sale by the primary

cooperative marketing societies of the area.

• They are located in the secondary wholesale markets and generally offer

better price for the produce.



• The primary cooperative marketing societies are the members of these

unions in addition to the individual members.

• In two tier structure, the state level societies perform functions of primary

marketing societies at district level the branches.

• State Level: At the state level there are apex cooperative marketing

societies. These state level institutions serve the state as whole.

• Their members are both the primary level societies and central

cooperative marketing unions of the state.

• The basic function of these is to coordinate the activities of affiliated

societies and conduct such activities as inter-state trading, import

export, procurement, distribution of market information and rendering

advice on the marketing of agricultural produce.



• Functions of Primary Marketing Society

• Procurement of agricultural produce.

• Price support and market intervention operations in association with

national and state marketing federations.

• Advance loans to their members by pledging their produce.

• Sale of agricultural commodities to the cooperatives and consumer

organizations.

• Distribution of fertilizers and other agricultural inputs.

• Provide godowns, cost storage, processing yard facilities to the members.



• Functions of District / Central Cooperative Marketing Society

• Coordinate Primary agricultural produce marketing societies

• Undertake inter-district trade in agricultural produce.

• Functions of State Cooperative Marketing Federations

• Marketing and processing of agricultural produce.

• Supply of improved agricultural implements.

• Coordinate member societies in marketing

• Price support and market intervention as an agency of NAFED.

• Provide remunerative price to the farmers for their produce.



National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation

• At the national level National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation

(NAFED) was established in Oct 1958.

• The state level federations and the National Cooperative Development Corporation

(NCDC) are its members.

• The head office of NAFED is at Delhi and its branch offices are located at Mumbai,

Kolkata, and Chennai. NAFED’s area of operation extends to the whole country.

• Functions of NAFED:

• Marketing of agricultural produce in the country and export.

• Processing of agricultural produce.

• Coordinate member societies in promotion of internal trade.

• Nodal agency of government of India for price support operations.

• Production and marketing of agricultural machinery, implements and bio-

fertilizers.

• Inter state trade to stabilize consumer prices in agricultural commodities.



Cooperative farming

• Meaning: In simple terms cooperative farming implies to an organization of

cultivators of land on the basis of common efforts for common interests.

• In other words application of principles of cooperation in the cultivation

of land is called cooperative farming.

• According to Nizalingappa committee, it is a voluntary organization of

farmers in which the manpower, land and other means of production are

pooled in order to put them into a better and fuller utilization.

• Planning commission of India considers cooperative farming as unification

of land and joint management.

• Dr. Otto Schiller explained the term cooperative farming as often used as

a form of farm management in which land is jointly cultivated.



Cooperative farming

• Cooperative farming denotes a system of farming in which all agricultural

operations are carried on jointly by farmers on voluntary basis.

• In this type of farming, every individual farmer retains one’s right on land

for the sake of cultivation.

• The land and resources are pooled and treated as a single unit.

• The cultivation is carried out under the direction of an elected body i.e.

the member of the society elect the office bearers to run day-to-day

activities of the farm.

• After making certain deductions for reserves, a part of the profit earned by

the society is distributed among its members according to one’s share.

• Rest of the profit is distributed in proportion to the wages earned by them.



• Thus, a cooperative farming society is a voluntary organization based on

the ideals of self-help and mutual aid. The members pool their land and

cultivate jointly. They also pool their labour and other resources.

• In a sense, cooperative farming is simply an extension of concept of joint

family system in agriculture.

• Cooperative farming seems to be one of the best alternatives to solve the

problems of Indian agriculture.

• The Indian agriculture is facing a number of problems in terms of small

and marginal holdings, low capital base, financial difficulties, vicious circle

of poverty, barren and waste land, etc.

• Under such circumstances the cooperative farming remains the only

alternative to overcome all these difficulties of farming community.

• It is best suitable as it provides the better opportunity and income, and

at the same time it secures the land rights.

• It provides more economic and social security to its members.



• Types of Cooperative Farming: By the cooperative farming committee farming

societies have been classified into four categories.

• Cooperative Joint Farming Society:

• This involves pooling of land belonging to the individual members for their joint

use, but proprietorship rest with the owner of land.

• Thus, the significant feature of this type of farming society is that the individual

ownership of land is retained even though land is jointly cultivated.

• The society is managed by a committee elected by the members. This committee

acts as the executive body of the society, which helps prevent sub-division and

fragmentation of holdings.

• It undertakes a number of other activities i.e. purchasing land, land on lease,

procurement of finance, purchase of requisite materials, selling of products etc.



• Each member of the society is entitled to get wages on the basis of the

work done by him and the land had contributed.

• A part of profits is utilized for the payment of bonus to its members.

• Under this system, all benefits and advantages of large scale farming are

available. More over this system is most suitable to solve the problem of

fragmentation and sub-division of holdings. In India, cooperative joint

farming has not been much popular due to conservative nature of the

farmers.

Cooperative Collective Farming Society:

• The cooperative collective farming society has all the features of a joint

farming society except that in the cooperative collective farming the lands

belong to the society as freehold or leasehold, whereas in cooperative

joint farming, the land is held by the members as owners or tenants.



• So under collective farming, land is supplied by the society which

undertakes it on freehold or leasehold from its members and non-

members. The cultivation process is arranged jointly while members have

no membership rights. They work as workers of the society and get wages

for work done by them. Net profits are divided in proportion to the wages

earned by each member.

• Such a society is generally formed on government lands and land newly

brought under cultivation. These types of collective farms are common in

former USSR, China and all the socialist countries. In nutshell, collective

farming is an advanced stage of joint farming, in which agricultural

production is carried on a large scale.



• Cooperative Better Farming Society:

• Such societies are organized with a view to improve the methods of

agriculture without any pooling of land. Ownership and operations are

individual and personal. Each individual is responsible for all type of risks

at farms. The society performs certain services for its members.

• The inputs like better seeds, fertilizers, insecticides, implements, etc. are

purchased by the society in wholesale and these items are distributed

among members at concessional rates.

• The society also undertakes the marketing of produce in bulk. In fact,

these societies are known as service cooperatives.

• In this form, land and other resources are not pooled and each member

cultivates it independently except that each works according to a common

plan laid down by the society. These societies are successful where people

are reluctant to transfer their lands to a cooperative society for common

cultivation.



• Cooperative Tenant Farming Society:

• In such societies land is not supplied by the farmers. The society obtains

land in freehold or leasehold, which is divided into smaller plots and each

plot or block is allotted to a tenant cultivator, who is a member.

• Such organizations are possible only where large areas of land are available

on lease from landlords or govt.

• In this case, every member agrees to cultivate the land allotted to him as a

tenant member in accordance with a plan lay down by the society, but he

has to pay a stipulated rent to the society.

• The society undertakes supply of credit, seeds, manures, and costly

implements. Each tenant member pays a fixed rate of rent to the society,

but the produce of the holding is his own and at his disposal.

• After meeting all expenses and providing for resources, the profits of the

society are usually distributed among the members in proportion to the

rent paid by them.



Summary of Different Types of Cooperative Farming Societies

Type of Society Type of Ownership Type of Operations

Cooperative Joint Farming Individual Collective

Cooperative Collective Farming Collective Collective

Cooperative Better Farming Collective Individual

Cooperative Tenant Farming Individual Individual



Features of Cooperative Farming

• Voluntary: The membership of cooperative farming societies is voluntary.

One can join or leave it at any time on his will. No one is compelled by any

office to join it or leave it.

• Right of Landed Property: In the cooperative farming, the rights of landed

property are fully secured. If the member wishes to leave the society, the

rights of property are protected. He shall be given back the land he had

contributed the society.

• Pooling of Resources: In cooperative farming societies, all the resources

of members that can be helpful for agricultural production are pooled

with a view to enjoy the merits of large scale farming.

• The reasonable prices of contributed resources like tractor, tube-well,

implements, etc. are given to the owners of these resources.



• Democratic Administration and Management: The administration of a

cooperative farming society is carried on democratic principles.

• The society functions under the direction of an elected body.

• One single management unit comprising president, treasurer and other

office bearers are elected by the members for the specific period and this

management shall be responsible for day to day functioning of the farm.

• The management committee lays down certain schemes of farming which

are to be followed by all members of the society.

• This management committee is also responsible for higher or law

production of the farm.

• They are not paid any salary for their services.



• Distribution of Profit: The profit earned by the society is distributed on

two bases.

• Firstly, the land the members have contributed to the society and

secondly, the work done by the members on the farm.

• If a member has contributed more land he shall be given more profit on

this basis and those who work more get more on this basis.

• A part of net profit is utilized for payment of bonus to members after

providing for resources. Incentives may also be provided for good work

and higher remuneration is paid for skilled work.

• Reserve Fund: Some portion of profit is not distributed among the

members and it is held as reserve fund to meet the day to day needs and

other financial crisis immediately or to make some permanent

improvement over land.



Significance of Cooperative Farming in Indian Conditions

• Cooperative farming holds greater significance under Indian conditions because

of the following reasons;

• Small, Scattered and Fragmented Holdings: In India most of the land

holdings are small and marginal. Nearly 85.01% of the holdings are less

than 2.00 ha. Thus small scale of farm is the biggest obstacle to get more

of production. Moreover, these holdings are scattered and fragmented.

• Therefore, under such conditions cooperative farming remains the only

alternative to remove the problems of small and scattered and

fragmented holdings and make the size of the farm economical, because

in cooperative farming the lands of the members are pooled with a view

to realize the benefit of large scale farming.



• Law Capital Base of Farmers: Most of the Indian farmers are involved in

vicious circle of poverty. They have low capital base and low income. Due

to low capital base they cannot make the required investment on their

farms. Furthermore being in worse financial position, they are unable to

get the benefits of specialized machinery, improved inputs, good quality

seeds, etc. Since cooperative farming societies provide a number of

facilities including supply of credit, equipments, inputs, etc. so it can be

applied under Indian conditions.

• Low Yield: In our country yield per ha for most of the crops is very low

compared to the yield in other countries of the world. And low yield is

due to combined effect of the above two reasons, i.e. small holdings,

scattered and fragmented holdings and low capital base.



• Moreover, most of the Indian farmers are illiterate and they are not aware

about the improved and scientific techniques of production. They do not

follow the recommended package of practices.

• In cooperative farming societies every member has to follow a definite plan

of production laid down by the elected body. And this plan of production

recommends the package of practices including the crop to be sown, sowing

time, seed rate, method of operation, etc. Therefore, cooperative farming

seems to be the best solution to overcome the problem of low yield.

• Fallow and Waste Land: In India a greater proportion of land remains fallow

during the year. The fallow land refers to that land which is taken up for

cultivation, but is temporarily out of cultivation.



• It is due to inadequate supply of water, un-remunerative nature of

farming or due to any other similar reasons.

• In our country presently over 10 million hectares of lands remain fallow.

Similarly a significant portion of total geographical area is occupied by

waste lands (5%). So, such lands can be utilized effectively through

cooperative farming.

• Hence, cooperative farming societies are most suitable at the places

where such lands are available. And such lands can be brought under

cultivation by making improvement over such lands. This can be very well

done by forming cooperative farming societies.



Advantages of cooperative farming
1. Economies of large scale farming

2. Increase in agricultural production and productivity

3. Efficient use of resources

4. Organizational improvement in agriculture

5. Economic security

6. Increased returns through better price and low cost of production

7. More employment

8. Social justice by developing the spirit of cooperative, self help and
equality

9. Base for industrial development

10. No litigation



Cooperative Processing
• Processing is an important marketing function.

• In the past it was relatively unimportant marketing function, as a large

proportion of farm product was sold in an unprocessed form, and a great

deal of processing was done by the consumers themselves.

• At present consumers are dependent upon processing for most of their

requirements, so processing has had a significant impact on standard of

living of the people, on the economic and social organization of the society

and on the growth of trade in the country.

Meaning: The term processing may be defined as a deliberate activity which

changes the form of a commodity. It converts farm products into more

usable form. Processing converts the raw material and brings the products

nearer to human consumption.

• It adds value to the product by changing its form e.g. paddy to rice,

sugarcane to sugar, oilseeds to oil etc.



Processing in Cooperative Sector

• The first processing unit in the cooperative sector is reported to have

been established in 1917 in Maysore.

• In 1933 a cooperative spinning and ginning unit was setup in Surat,

district of Gujarat. In the same year (i.e. 1933) the Etikoppaka cooperative

sugar mill was set up in Visakhapatnam of A.P.

• During second five year plan and onwards, agricultural processing units

came to set up with government assistance.

• They included cooperative sugar factories, ginning & pressing factories,

cooperative spinning mills, etc. Since then cooperative processing has

made tremendous progress in the country.



Structure of processing units

• The structure of processing units in the cooperative sector follows to two

patterns;

• Units established by independent processing societies – under this

category fall larger units such as cooperative sugar factories, spinning

mills and solvent extracting plants.

• Units established as adjunct to cooperative marketing societies –

medium and small units such as rice mills, oil mills, cotton ginning and

processing units, etc. fall under this category.



Management in cooperative processing units

1. The membership of cooperative processing units consists of;

– Primary Agriculture Producers, 

– Workers

– Cooperative Marketing Societies

– Central Cooperative Banks

– Service Cooperative Societies located in the area.

2. Cooperative Processing Units are registered under Cooperative Societies

Act of the state concerned.

3. For administration they have Board of Directors (BOD or BOM)

4. In larger units a full time General Manager (GM) is also appointed to look

after the day to day operations.

5. Technical Staff is also appointed



Sources of Funds: 

• Cooperative processing units raise funds for block capital – for building 

up plants, purchase of machinery, etc. and working capital through;

– Share capital as contribution of the members

– State contribution to the share capital

– Medium and long term loans from Industrial Finance Corporation, 

State Cooperative Bank and State Bank of India.

– Reserve funs



Structure of Sugar Cooperatives

National Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories

State Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories 
(10)

Cooperative Sugar Factories
(327) 

Members
(5.76 m)



Functions of National Federation of Cooperative 
Sugar Factories

• Coordinate and facilitate working of member cooperative sugar factories

• Assist in promoting and establishing new cooperative sugar factories

• Technical consultancy

• Publication

• Liaison with government, NABARD, Industrial Finance Corporation, State

and Central Cooperative Banks and other financing agencies.



• Functions of State Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories –

• Functions are same as above, only area of operation is different 

(state level)

• Functions of Cooperative Sugar Factories

• Procure sugarcane from members and pay remunerative prices.

• Improve sugarcane cultivation and provide inputs.

• Produce sugar and bye products.

• Mobilize deposits from members

• Other developmental activities for the members.



Structure  of Spinning Cooperative (Cotton)

All India Federation of Cooperative Spinning Mills

State Federation of Cooperative Spinning Mills 
(8)

Cooperative Spinning Mills
(184)

Members
(0.694 m)



• Main Functions of All India Federation of Cooperative Spinning Mills

• To formulate plan and implement projects for establishment, expansion and

modernization of spinning mills.

• Technical consultancy in textiles and yarn market surveys

• Training in cotton and yarn testing

• Liaison with central and state governments, NCDC, banks and central financing

institutions.

• Publication

• Functions of State Federation of Cooperative Spinning Mills

• Coordinate and facilitate working of member mills

• Assist in promotion and organization of new mills in cooperative sector

• Promote technical know-how

• Arrange supply of raw material and storage facilities.

• Functions of Cooperative Spinning Mills

• Produce yarn and supply wears to apex cooperative federations.



Fertilizer Cooperatives

• There are two fertilizer organizations in cooperative sector viz.

• Indian Farmers Fertilizer Cooperative Ltd. (IFFCO), and

• Krishak Bharti Cooperative Ltd. (KRIBHCO)



Indian Farmers Fertilizer Cooperative Limited

• IFFCO is a Multi-state cooperative society engaged in the business of

manufacturing and marketing of fertilizers headquartered in New Delhi.

Started on 3rd November, 1967 with 57 member cooperatives.

• It is today the biggest cooperative in the world by turnover with around

36,000 member cooperatives reaching over 50 million Indian farmers.

• With around 19% market share in Urea and around 29% market share in

complex fertilizers (P2O5). IFFCO is India's largest fertilizer manufacturer.

• The cooperative was ranked 66th on the Fortune India 500 list of India's

biggest corporations as of 2017 with a net worth of $2.3 billion as on

March, 2018.



Subsidiaries

• IFFCO is an amalgamation of over 36,000 Indian Cooperatives with

diversified business interests ranging from General Insurance to

Rural Telecom apart from our core business of manufacturing and

selling fertilizers.

• IFFCO Tokio General Insurance Company Limited

• Kisan International Trading FZE

• IFFCO Kisan Logistics Limited

• IFFCO Kisan Sanchar Limited

• IFFCO eBazar Limited

• IFFCO-MC Crop Science Private Limited

• Indian Farm Forestry Development Cooperative Limited



Organization

Marketing

Marketing is Done
through retail
outlets. IFFCO has
more than 3300
retail outlets

Production

Ammonia 
Urea (Units 3)

NPK–DAP 
Unit (2)

Farmers 
Service

Farmers Service 
Centers (158)



• Membership of IFFCO:

• Primary Agricultural Cooperatives

• State Agricultural Marketing Cooperative Federations

• District Agricultural Marketing Cooperative Federations

• National Level Cooperative Organizations

• National Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC)

• Govt. of India

• Main Functions:

• Augmenting Fertilizer production in the country

• Ensuring fertilizer and other inputs available at farmers’ door steps.

• Strengthening cooperative fertilizer distribution

• Education and training of farmers

• Publication.



Krishak Bharati Cooperative Limited (KRIBHCO)

• KRIBHCO is a premier National level Cooperative Society of India engaged in

fertilizer production and distribution and is registered under Multi State

Cooperative Societies (MSCS) Act, 2002.

• KRIBHCO was founded in April 1980, to produce and distribute high-quality

agricultural inputs, mainly chemical fertilizers, through cooperatives and

institutional agencies.

• The paid-up share capital of KRIBHCO has been contributed by 9478

cooperative societies from all over the country.

• KRIBHCO believes in keeping with its cooperative philosophy and legacy

while incorporating technology to better serve the nation.



• KRIBHCO’s production facility is located at Hazira, Gujarat and its wholly-

owned subsidiary KRIBHCO Fertilizers Limited (KFL) production facility is 

located at Shahjahanpur, Uttar Pradesh. 

• Oman India Fertiliser Company S.O.A.C. (OMIFCO), a Joint Venture of 

KRIBHCO has its production facility in SUR, Oman. 

• In addition to production of fertilizers, Society is also engaged in trading 

and distribution of bulk fertilizers like DAP, NPK, MOP etc.

• The product basket of KRIBHCO comprises of Urea, DAP, NPK, MOP, SSP, 

Zinc Sulphate, Bio-Fertilizers, Certified Seed, Compost, Hybrid Seeds, BT 

Cotton etc. 

• KRIBHCO distributes these products through its channel partners both in 

cooperatives and private retail. 

• It also supplies products through and its own outlets, commonly known as 

KBSK’s.



Krishak Bharti Cooperative Ltd. (KRIBHCO)

Organization

Marketing

Covers 16 
States

Production

Plant at 
Hazira, 

Shahjahanpur

Farmers’ 
Service

62 Farmers’ 
Service Centers



• Membership of KRIBHCO:

• Primary Agricultural Cooperatives

• State Agricultural Marketing Cooperative Federations

• District Agricultural Marketing Cooperative Federations

• National Level Cooperative Organizations

• National Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC)

• Govt. of India

• Main Functions:

• Production of Chemical Fertilizer and promote fertilizer use base

• Ensuring fertilizer and other inputs available at farmers’ door steps.

• Strengthening cooperative fertilizer distribution

• Education and training of farmers

• Publication.



Structure of Dairy Cooperatives

National Cooperative Dairy Federation of (Ltd)

State Cooperative Dairy Federations  21

District Cooperative Milk Producers’ Union 170

Primary Milk Producers’ Societies 85515

Members 9.87 million



• Functions of National Cooperative Dairy Federation of India Ltd. (NCDF)

• Develop inter dairy cooperative relationship

• Research, publication and consultancy on dairy

• Liaison with National Dairy Development Board (NDDB), Govt. of India, 

NCDC, etc.

• Functions of State Cooperative Dairy Federations (SCDFs)

• Production programming

• Marketing whole milk, toned milk and milk products

• Arrange bulk purchases of milk

• Assist the unions in input programming

• Training and consultancy



• Functions of District Cooperative Milk Producers’ Union:

• Organization and supervision of primary dairy cooperatives

• Collection of milk form primary dairy cooperatives and processing of milk.

• Regular payment to dairy cooperative societies

• Marketing milk and milk products in their area of operation

• Distribution of cattle feed

• Provide technical input and extension services

• Arrange training of staff of dairy cooperatives & farmers

• Help members in increasing production 

• Provide veterinary first aid and artificial insemination services



Structure  of Consumer Cooperatives

National Cooperative Consumer Federation (established in 1965)

State Cooperative Consumer Federations (29) 1997-98

District/Central Wholesale Consumers Cooperative Stores (693)

Primary Consumer Stores, PACS, LAMPS, FSS (25663)

Members (16.31 million)



• Main Functions of National Cooperative Consumer Federation

• Provide trading support to members

• Assist and guide member institutions for facilitating their working

• Provide consultancy and promote consumers’ cooperatives

• Sale of controlled textile and cloth, general merchandise items and tea.

• Establish and run processing units for pulses, spices, paper and stationary

• Publication

• Liaison with Govt., NCDC, ICA, ILO and other cooperatives

• Main Functions of State Cooperative Consumer Federations

• Promote consumer cooperatives in the state

• Procure bulk quantity of consumer goods and supply to member 

institutions

• Assist and guide member institutions for facilitating their working 



• Act as an agent of govt. for distribution of controlled commodities

• Establish and run manufacturing and processing units

• Assist the wholesale stores in securing finance

• Publication

• Liaison with govt. and other financing institutions

• Functions of Primary Consumer Stores:

• Protect interest of consumers

• Provide quality essential consumer goods and other items at reasonable

rates

• Maintain price stabilization

• Liaison with state cooperative federations and other concerned



Warehousing and Cooperation

• Warehouses are scientific storage structures especially constructed for

the protection of quantity and quality of stored products. Warehousing

may be defined as assumption of responsibility for the storage of goods.

It may be called the protector of national wealth for the produce stored in

Warehouses is preserved and protected against rodents, insects and pests

and against the ill effects of moisture and dampness.

• The warehousing scheme in India is an integrated scheme of scientific

storage, rural credit, price stabilization and market intelligence and

intended to supplement the efforts of cooperative institutions.

• The important functions of Warehouses are;

• Scientific Storage Financing

• Price Stabilization Market Intelligence



• In 1928, the Royal Commission of Agriculture underscored the need for

warehousing system in India.

• Agricultural Finance Sub Committee (1945), Rural Banking Enquiry

Committee (1950) and finally All India Rural Credit Survey Committee

(1954) made comprehensive recommendations for the development of

Warehousing as an integrated scheme of rural credit and marketing.

• As a result of these recommendations of various committees, the govt. of

India enacted the Agricultural Produce (Dev. & Warehousing) Corporation

Act, 1956. This act provided for;

• a). The Establishment of National Cooperative Development and

Warehousing Board (set up on 1st September 1956)

• b) The establishment of Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC)

(established on 02nd March 1957).



• The establishment of state warehousing corporations in all the

states in the country (between July 1957 and August 1958).

• At present there are three main agencies in public sector engaged in

building large scale storage/warehousing capacity in the country.

• Food Corporation of India (FCI)

• Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC)

• State Warehousing Corporations (SWCs)



Central Warehousing Corporation (CWC):

• CWC, a Schedule ‘A’-Mini Ratna, Category – 1 Central Public Sector

Enterprise (CPSE) is a statutory body which was established under ‘The

Warehousing Corporations Act, 1962’.

• The aim of CWC is to provide reliable, cost-effective, value-added,

integrated warehousing and logistics solution in a socially responsible and

environment friendly manner.

• The CWC provides safe and reliable storage facilities for about 200

agricultural and industrial commodities. The area of operations of these

central warehouses includes centres of all India importance.

• CWC has 421 warehouses as on 01.10.2020 with a total operational

storage capacity of 100.26 lakh MT.



• Functions of CWC:

• To acquire and build godowns and warehouses at suitable places in

India

• To run warehouses for the storage of agricultural produce, seeds,

fertilizers and notified commodities for individuals, cooperatives and

other institutions.

• To act as an agent of govt. for the purchase, sale, storage and

distribution of above commodities.

• To arrange facilities for transport of the above commodities.

• To subscribe to the share capital of state warehousing corporations.



State Warehousing Corporations (SWCs)

• The functions of SWCs are almost similar to that of CWC. The area of

operation of SWCs is centres of district importance.

• The total share capital is contributed equally by the concerned state

govt. and CWC.

• The SWCs are under the dual control of the state govt. and CWC.

• There are 19 State SWCs as associates of CWC.

• CWC is 50% shareholder in the equity capital of the SWCs.

• The total investment of CWC in SWCs is Rs.61.79 Crore.

• As on 01.10.2020, the SWCs were operating 2290 warehouses with

a total storage capacity of 406.82 lakh MT.



Food Corporation of India (FCI)

• FCI was setup in 1965 as an autonomous organization under food

Corporation Act 1964. FCI has emerged over a period of four decades as a

single largest public sector undertaking for managing the national food

security. Its head quarter is at Delhi.

• It continue to serve the interest of the farmers and the consumers,

thereby helping the tempo of green revolution and implementing the

national food policy objective to ensure;

– that the consumer prices are stabilized and in particular the interest of

low income consumers are safeguarded.

– That the producers get reasonable prices and continue to have

adequate incentive for increasing production.

– Building up of adequate buffer stocks of food grains.



• Storage Capacity of FCI:

• The FCI excels in storage technology developed over years of

experience. Since its inception, it has been making constant efforts

towards the construction of scientifically designed godowns for

proper preservation of food grains. FCI is the single largest agency

which has a capacity of 26.03 million tones (2005) nearly 58.25%

which is owned by the corporation and rest is hired form other

sources like CWC, State agencies, cooperatives and private parties.



Repayment Plans

• For term loans which are characterized by partially liquidating nature, the loan

repayment plan is not as similar as that of short term loans.

• These loans are recovered through a given number of installments depending

upon the nature of asset and the amount advanced for the asset in question.

• Various repayment plans, in practice are listed and explained here.

(1.) Straight-end payment or single repayment or lump sum repayment plan;

(2) Partial repayment plan;

(3) Amortized repayment plan;

(a) Amortized decreasing repayment plan;

(b) Amortized even repayment plan;

(4) Variable repayment plan;

(5) Optional repayment plan; and

(6) Reserve repayment plan.



• Straight-end Payment or Single Repayment or Lump sum Repayment Plan:

The entire loan amount is to be cleared off after the expiry of loan period. 

In this method, the principal component is repaid by the farmer at a time 

in lump sum when the loan matures, while the interest is paid each year.

• Partial Repayment Plan or Balloon Repayment Plan:

The farmer is expected to settle the entire loan in quarterly, half-yearly or

annual installments (principal + interest). It implies that repayment of loan

will be done partially over the years.

• Usually, the installment amount will be decreasing as the years pass by

except in the maturity year (final year) during which the investment is

expected to generate sufficient revenue for liquidation.

• The following table illustrates this. Example: Loan amount Rs.10,000, time

period 6 years and rate of interest 12%



Year Principal  

(in Rs) 

Interest  

(in Rs) 

Installment  

(in Rs) 

Balance amount  

(in Rs) 

1 1,000 1,200 2,200 9,000

2 1,000 1,080 2,080 8,000

3 1,000 960 1,960 7,000

4 1,000 840 1,840 6,000

5 1,000 720 1,720 5,000

6 5,000 600 5,600 -

Total 10,000 5,400 15,400 -

This is also known as balloon repayment plan, as the large final

payment is made at the end of the loan period following a series of

smaller partial payments.

Partial Repayment Plan



• (3) Amortized Repayment Plan

• It is an extended version of partial repayment plan. Amortization means the

repayment of the entire loan amount in a series of installments. Here we have

two types of amortization plans, viz., amortized decreasing repayment plan and

amortized even repayment plan.

• (a) Amortized Decreasing Repayment Plan: In this plan, the principal component

remains constant over the entire repayment period, while the interest part

decreases continuously. With the principal amount remaining fixed and interest

amount decreasing the annual installment amount decreases over the years. The

advance made for the purchase of machinery is a suitable example under this

category, for the machinery does not demand much repairs in the initial years of

loan payment enabling the farmer to repay a large amount of installments in the

initial years. The diagrammatic representation of the repayment schedule is

shown in the figure on the next slide.



The arithmetic calculation of the plan is embodied in following Table. 

Example: Loan amount Rs 10,000, Time period is 6 Years and Rate of 

interest 12%

Amortized Decreasing Repayment Plan



Amortized Decreasing Repayment Plan

Year Principal 

(in Rs) 

Interest 

(in Rs) 

Installment 

(in Rs) 

Balance amount 

(in Rs) 

1 1666.67 1200.00 2866.67 8333.33

2 1666.67 999.99 2666.66 6666.67

3 1666.67 799.99 2466.66 5000.00

4 1666.67 600.00 2266.67 3333.33

5 1666.67 399.99 2066.66 1666.67

6 1666.67 199.99 1866.67 -

Total 10000.00 4199.96 14199.96 -



(b) Amortized Even Repayment Plan

• This is called equated annual installment method. The annual

installment over the entire loan period remains the same in this

method. The principal portion of the installment increases

continuously, while the interest part declines gradually. This

method is mostly adopted for term loans. Loans granted for farm

development, digging of wells, deepening of old wells,

construction of godowns, dairy, poultry, etc., are the examples.

This is depicted diagrammatically in the following figure.



Figure: Amortized Even Repayment Plan



Formula for Instalment Calculation
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Where,

I = Annual installment (in Rs.)

B = Principal amount borrowed (in Rs.)

n = Loan period (in years)

i = Annual interest rate (in fraction)
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• The plan is shown in following Table. Example: Loan amount

Rs.10,000, time period is 6 years and rate of interest 12%

• = 10000 X 0.243225 

• = Rs.2432.25
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Amortized Even Repayment Plan

Years Installment

(in Rs) 

Principal 

(in Rs) 

Interest 

(in Rs) 

Balance amount  

(in Rs) 

1 2432.26 1232.26 1200.00 8767.74

2 2432.26 1380.13 1052.13 7387.62

3 2432.26 1545.74 886.51 5841.87

4 2432.26 1731.23 701.02 4110.64

5 2432.26 1938.98 493.28 2171.66

6 2432.26 2171.66 260.60 0.000

Total 14593.54 10000.00 4593.54 -



Variable Repayment Plan

• As the very name indicates, various levels of installments are paid by the

borrower over the loan period.

• In times of good harvest a higher installment is paid, while in periods of

low yields lesser amount is credited towards installment.

• According to the convenience, the borrower makes the repayment. This

method is not found with institutional borrowings.

Optional Repayment Plan

• In this method provision is made for the borrower to make payment

towards the principal amount in addition to the regular interest annually.



• Reserve Repayment Plan or Future Payments

• This type of repayment is made by the borrowers in areas which are

subject to high income variability of farms.

• The problem here is that the farmers are worried by the fear that they may

not be able to keep up their promise of repaying loans at scheduled time.

• To overcome such situations, the farmers make advance payments of the

loan realized from the savings of the previous year.

• The farmer is not a looser in this transaction by any means since he is paid

interest at the rate charged on the loans for the advance amount credited.

• This repayment is advantageous to the banker as the agency need not

worry regarding loan collection during the periods of crop failure.

• The farmer too gains here as he can keep up his integrity in credit

transactions.



International Co-operative Alliance (ICA)

• The International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) is an independent

non-governmental organization which unites, represents and

serves co-operative organizations in the world. The International

Cooperative Alliance was founded in London in 1895.

• Membership: ICA members are national and international

cooperative organizations in all sectors of activity including

agriculture, banking, credit and saving, industry, insurance, fishing,

social housing, health, public services, consumer services and

tourism.



• There are 284 member organizations from 94 countries that

represent nearly 1,000 million individuals worldwide.

• In 1946 ICA was the first non-governmental organization to be

accorded consultative status with the United Nations.

• Nowadays it is one of the 41 organizations which appear in

Category I on the list of organizations which enjoy consultative

statute before the Economy and Social Council of the United

Nations (ECOSOC).



Objectives of ICA

• The main objective of ICA is to promote and to strengthen

independent co-operatives all over the world. By means of

international, regional and national activities ICA also tries:

• to encourage and defend the values and principles of the co-

operative movement;

• to stimulate mutually beneficial relations between its member

organizations;

• to favour the economy and social progress of people, thus

contributing to security and international peace.

• To promote gender equity in all the activities within the cooperative

movement and in decision making processes.



Activities of ICA

• ICA raises awareness about co-operatives. It helps individuals,

government authorities and regional and international

institutions understand the co-operative model of enterprise. ICA

is the voice of the co-operative movement.

• ICA ensures that the right policy environment exists to enable co-

operatives to grow and prosper. It helps its members in their

lobbying for new legislation and more appropriate administrative

procedures that respect the co-operative model, its principles and

values. It provides political support as well as technical expertise

to enable co-operatives to compete on a level playing field.



• ICA provides its members with key information, best practice and

contacts. Through its publications it ensures the sharing of

information. It organizes meetings and workshops to address key

issues affecting co-operatives and allows discussion among co-

operators from around the world. ICA facilitates contacts between

co-operatives for trading purposes and intelligence sharing in a

wide range of areas.

• ICA provides technical assistance to co-operatives through its

development program. ICA promotes capacity-building and

financial support, it facilitates job creation and supports poverty

reduction and microfinance programs around the world.

• ICA has four regional offices in: America, Europe, Africa and Asia.

• Its Headquarter is in Geneva, Switzerland.



Structure 



National Cooperative Union of India

• The Origin: The National Cooperative Union of India, (NCUI) is the apex

organisation representing the entire cooperative movement in the country. It was

established in 1929 as All India Cooperative Institutes Association and was re-

organised as Indian Cooperative Union through the merger of Indian Provincial

Cooperative Banks' Association with All India Cooperative Institutes Association

and later in 1961 as National Cooperative Union of India.

• The National Cooperative Union of India has travelled a long way since then to

now emerged as the sole representative of the Cooperative movement in the

country. Being the apex organisation of the Indian cooperative movement in the

country, the NCUI is committed to lend dynamism and vibrancy to the

cooperative sector in the twenty first century. To make the voice of cooperation

as strong as ever is NCUI's supreme motto.



Objectives of NCUI
• to promote and develop the cooperative movement in India,

• to educate, guide and assist the people in their efforts to build up and

expand the cooperative sector and

• to serve as an exponent of cooperative opinion in accordance with

cooperative principles.

Functions of NCUI:

• In furtherance of these objectives, the Union may either by itself or in

collaboration with other cooperative institutions—express opinion on

matters of cooperative policy and act as the accredited representative of

the Indian Cooperative Movement in the national and international

spheres, and the specific functions of the Union are;



• Organise cooperative education and training programmes and

popularise the principles and practices of cooperation;

• organise, conduct, collaborate and assist in carrying out research,

investigations of cooperative problems and formulation of projects

for cooperative development;

• production and publication of literature and audio-visual aids on

cooperation and allied subjects;

• give publicity to the achievements of cooperatives through

periodicals, journals, newspapers, etc. for creating favourable

atmosphere for the development of the cooperative movement;



• Holds the Cooperative Congress and Seminars, Meetings, Conferences,

Exhibitions etc.

• facilitate the promotion of cooperative institutions and assist the member

societies in resolving their problems and difficulties and formulation of

programmes and their implementation and preserve and safeguard the

democratic character of the cooperative movement in the country;

• promote international cooperative relations through active collaboration

with ICA, UNO, FAO, ILO, UNDP, UNIDO and other international agencies

involved in cooperative development;

• help, promote international marketing on cooperative to cooperative

basis by documenting necessary information and to act as nodal agency

for the benefit of Indian Cooperative Movement; and provide consultancy

services to the cooperatives.



Membership of NCIU

• The NCUI is confederation of cooperatives, and therefore its

membership is open to national level, state level sectoral

cooperative organisations as well as multi state cooperative

societies. The membership is also open to the parastatal

cooperative organisations. The membership of the union as on

30th January 2015 stands as 243.

S. No. Name of organization(s) No.

1. National level Cooperative Federations 17

2. State Cooperative Unions 27

3. Cooperative Unions of Union Territories 04

4. State Cooperative Marketing Societies 16

5. State Cooperative Banks 19



S. No. Name of organization(s) No.

7. State Cooperative Consumer's Federations 09

8. State Coop. House Building/Housing Finance Societies 10

9. State Urban Cooperative Banks Credit Associations 12

10. Other State Cooperative Federations:

a. Dairy/Milk Marketing Federations 08

b. Handloom/Industrial 05

c. Sugar/Cane Federations 05

d. Spinning Mills Federations 04

e. State Cooperative Banks Associations 02

f. Miscellaneous 20

11. State Tribal Development Coop. Corp. 20

12.. Multi State Cooperative Societies 69

TOTAL 243



Management of NCUI

• General Body: General Body consists of delegates of member societies. The

supreme authority of NCUI vests with the General Body. The General body

meets once a year to review the progress of the work programme of the

previous year and also decide the policy and programmes for the next year.

• Governing Council: The General body elects the Governing Council once for

a period of five years. The Governing Council consists of twenty one

members elected from different constituencies including President, Vice

Presidents, two members are also co-opted members. The Chief Executive,

NCUI is the ex-officio member of the Governing Council. The Governing

Council meets once in every quarter and functions through the Executive

Committee and other functional committees.



• Executive Committee: The Executive Committee is a smaller body

constituted out of the members of the Governing Council. It consists of

President, Vice Presidents and other members. The Executive Committee is

responsible to execute the decisions of the Governing Council.

• President: The President is the head of the NCUI and is elected from

amongst the members of the Governing Council. He is supported by the

Chief Executive who operates through various functional divisions of the

NCUI secretariat.

• Chief Executive: The Chief Executive is the executive head of the NCUI. He

performs all the responsibilities as entrusted to him by the management

and exercises such power as has been assigned to him under the Act, Rules,

byelaws and also delegated to him by the Governing Council, Executive

Committee and the President.



National Cooperative Development Corporation

• GENESIS: The National Cooperative Development Corporation

(NCDC) was established by an Act of Parliament in 1963 as a

statutory Corporation under the Ministry of Agriculture.

• FUNCTIONS:

• Planning, promoting and financing programmes for production,

processing, marketing, storage, export and import of agricultural

produce, food stuffs, certain other notified commodities.

• NCDC Act has been further amended which will broad base the

area of operation of the Corporation to assist different types of

cooperatives and to expand its financial base.



• Loans and grants are advanced to State Governments for

financing primary and secondary level cooperative societies and

direct to the national level and other societies having objects

extending beyond one State.

• Corporation can also go in for direct funding of projects under its

various schemes of assistance on fulfilment of stipulated

conditions.



ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT

• The Management vests in 51 member widely represented General Council to

give shape to its policies and programmes

• Board of Management with 12 members to cater to day-to-day activities.

Besides its Head Office, NCDC functions through 16 Regional/State

Directorates.

• The Managing Director is the Chief Executive.

• The field offices play an important role in project identification/formulation

and oversee its implementation.

• NCDC is endowed with in-house technical and managerial capabilities in the

areas of Cooperation, Organisation & Methods, Financial Management,

Management Information Systems, Sugar, Oilseeds, Textiles, Fruits &

Vegetables, Dairy, Poultry and Live stock, Fishery, Handlooms, Civil Engineering,

Refrigeration and Preservation to help cooperatives to identify/formulate

projects and successfully implement them.



ACTIVITIES FUNDED BY NCDC
• Marketing

• Processing

• Cooperative Storage

• Distribution of essential articles through cooperatives

• Industrial Cooperatives

• Service Cooperatives

• District Plan Schemes (ICDP)

• Cooperatives for Weaker Sections

• Assistance for Computerisation

• District Plan Schemes (ICDP)

• Cooperatives for Weaker Sections

• Promotional and Developmental Programmes

• Consultancy Services



OTHER ACTIVITIES

Evaluation & Statistics

• To critically evaluate project implementation, identify problem

areas, assess effectiveness of participating institutions and

measure project impact on the participating cooperatives and

their members, compare costs and benefits realised with the

appraisal estimates and projections.

• To collect & collate statistical data relating to NCDC activities /

policies.



In-charge Officers at Head Office

• Managing Director

• Deputy Managing Director

• Executive Directors

• Financial Advisor

• Chief Directors

• Directors



Determination of most profitable level of capital use

• The most profitable capital use level can be found out with help of law of

variable proportions i.e. using principle of marginality. In principle of

marginality the marginal cost (MC) is compared with marginal returns (MR).

• The principle says the level of input (capital) use will be most profitable

where added returns are equal to added cost.

• Law of variable proportions states that as we increase quantity of only one

input keeping other inputs fixed, total product (TP) initially increases at an

increasing rate, then at a decreasing rate and finally at a negative rate.
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Objective: To determine optimum level of capital use

• Problem: Following table shows data on doses of input (capital) and production (capital

in Rs.) on a particular farm. Find the optimum level of capital use arithmetically. Assume

that a dose of capital comprised of Rs.1200/- and the level of fixed costs is Rs.100/-

S. No. No of doses of capital each of Rs.1200 Total Product (Rs.)

1 0 0

2 1 2160

3 2 4560

4 3 7440

5 4 10560

6 5 13200

7 6 15120

8 7 16560

9 8 17760

10 9 17760

11 10 17280

12 11 16320



Solution

Doses of 

Capital

Physical Aspect Economic Aspect

Marginal Analysis Traditional Analysis

Total 

Output 

(RS.)

Average 

product 

(RS.)

Marginal 

Product 

(RS.)

Marginal 

Cost 

(RS.)

Marginal 

Revenue 

(RS.)

Total 

Revenue 

(RS.)

Total 

Cost 

(RS.)

Net 

Profit 

(RS.)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 -100

1 2160 2160.0 2160 1200 2160 2160 1300 860

2 4560 2280.0 2400 1200 2400 4560 2500 2060

3 7440 2480.0 2880 1200 2880 7440 3700 3740

4 10560 2640.0 3120 1200 3120 10560 4900 5660

5 13200 2640.0 2640 1200 2640 13200 6100 7100

6 15120 2520.0 1920 1200 1920 15120 7300 7820

7 16560 2365.7 1440 1200 1440 16560 8500 8060

8 17760 2220.0 1200 1200 1200 17760 9700 8060

9 17760 1973.3 0 1200 0 17760 10900 6860

10 17280 1728.0 -480 1200 -480 17280 12100 5180

11 16320 1483.6 -960 1200 -960 16320 13300 3020
The optimum level of input use is at unit 8, where MVP = MIC i.e MR=MC



Objective: Optimum allocation of limited amount of capital among different

enterprises

• Generally, the farmers have limited resources, e.g. capital, and he can use them

only on few crops or enterprises. He can select an optimum combination of

enterprises based on the principle of Equi-marginal returns.

• The law of equi-marginal return guides the farmers in allocating the limited

capital among competing enterprises.

• The law states that profit from a limited amount of variable input is maximized

when that input is used in such as way that marginal return from that input is

equal in all the enterprises.

• Symbolically, MPx1 = MPx2 = …… = MPxn



• Exercise: A farmer has options to grow wheat, pea and barley

that are suitable in his farm situation. The composite unit of input

can be purchased for Rs.7250/- for above mentioned crops. What

amount of capital should he spend on each enterprise in the light

of marginal productivity of capital in each enterprise is given

below for obtaining highest profit?

• Assume that the farmer has capital limit of Rs.43500.

• Based on the information given below in table find out the total

returns at profit maximizing allocation of capital and identify the

nature of farm on the basis of income received from different

enterprises.



Value of Marginal Product

No. of doses Capital Input Marginal Productivity of Capital in

Wheat Pea Barley

1 7250 8650 8000 7500

2 7250 8250 7500 7340

3 7250 7500 7250 7250

4 7250 7350 7200 7230

5 7250 7260 7150 7200

6 7250 7155 7100 7090



Solution S. 

No.

Capital Input Marginal Productivity of Capital in

Wheat (A) Pea (B) Barley (C)

1 7250 8650 8000 7500

2 7250 8250 7500 7340

3 7250 7500 7250 7250

4 7250 7350 7200 7230

5 7250 7260 7150 7200

6 7250 7155 7100 7090

With Specialization

Total Returns 46165 44200 43610

Total Capital 43500 43500 43500

Net Return 2665 700 110

Return over investment 1.061 1.016 1.003

Without Specialization

Returns 24400 15500 7500

Total returns (A+B+C) 47400

Total Capital 43500

Net Return 3900

Return over investment 1.09

Proportions of income 51.48 32.70 15.82



Appraisal of loan proposal
• Problem: 4. Let a farmer who has 3 acre of land wants to purchase a pair

of bullock. He needs a term loan of Rs.15000 having a maturity period of

5 years. The loan is available at 10.5% rate of interest and repayment plan

is five installments using amortized decreasing repayment plan. The

investment on farm would result in a per annum increase in total cost of

production from Rs.21000 to Rs.26000 and gross returns from Rs.38000

to Rs.49500. The farm family expenditure stands at Rs.16000 and pre

existing liabilities at Rs.1200. An amount of Rs.3465 is kept as reserve to

meet risk and uncertainty which is supposed to be 7.0%.

• In the light of above details, appraise the loan proposal (application) on

the basis of principles of sound credit and give your recommendation.



Solution

• For a loan to be sound, all three R’s of credit should be cleared, i.e. returns, 

repayment capacity and risk bearing ability

• a) Returns: Returns denote that incremental returns generated through the 

investment must be greater than incremental cost (IR – IC > 0) or positive, 

1st R is cleared 

Where IC= incremental Additional Cost:

• Additional Cost = Proposed Costs – Existing Costs

• = 26000 – 21000 = 5000

• Additional Gross Returns = Proposed Gross Returns – Existing Returns

• Additional Gross Returns = 49500 – 38000 = 11500

• Additional Net Return = 11500 –5000 = 6500 1st R is cleared



• Repayment Capacity

• Repayment Capacity (RC) = [Gross income including off -farm income – (living 

expenses + working expenses + taxes and LIC premium + other loans and 

repayment due + Precautionary Reserve)]

• = 49500 – (16000+26000+1200)

• = 49500 – 43200 = 6300 (After meeting farm family expenses and other expenses, 

Rs.6300 will be available with the farmer to repay loan investment)

• Maturity period is 5 years. So he has to repay the loan in 5 years. Amount of loan 

installment excluding interest 

•

• = 3000 + 1575 = 4575

3000
5

15000


50.10
100

15000
 3000 t installmenyear First 



• 1st Year net balance = 6300 – 4575 = 1725

• => 3000 + 1260 = 4260

• Second Year net balance = 6300 – 4260 = 2040

• => 3000+945 = 3945

• Third Year net balance = 6300 – 3945 = 2355

• => 3000 + 630 = 3630

• Fourth Year net balance = 6500 – 3630 = 2670

=>3000 + 315 = 3315

• Fifth Year net balance = 6500 - 3315 = 3185

• So, second R is also cleared. Since farmer has sufficient funds to pay annual

installments on due time.

50.10
100

12000
3000 t installmenyear  Second 

 10.50
100

9000
 + 3000 =t installmenyear  Third 

50.10
100

6000
 3000 t installmenyear Fourth 

 10.50
100

3000
 + 3000 =t installmenyear Fifth 



• Risk Bearing Ability

• There is 7.0% variation in farm income due to risk and

uncertainty.

• Since farm income is 49500

• Therefore, variation in farm incomes = 49500

• It means that farm income may decline by Rs.3465 per year. So,

farmer will need an extra fund of Rs.3465 to withstand the

unexpected financial losses. For this purpose we will analyse the

net balance with the borrower farmer at the end of each year

after paying loan installments regularly.



Net Balance Possible decline in income per year Remark

1st year = 1725 1725 – 3465 = –1740 (Negative) The difference between

net balance and possible

decline in income is

negative through all the

years. It means he is not

able to face the

variation in gross

income per year.

2nd year = 2040 2040–3465 = –1425 (Negative)

3rd year = 2355 2355–3465 = –1110 (Negative)

4th year = 2670 2670–3465 = –795 (Negative)

5th year = 3185 3185–3465 = –280 (Negative)

• So, 3rd R is not cleared.

• Recommendation: The first ‘R’ of sound credit i.e. return is cleared i.e. farmer

will have sufficient funds to cover costs; the second ‘R’ is also cleared i.e.

farmer would be able to spare money from his total earnings to meet loan

installments after meeting farm family and other expenses. But third ‘R’ is not

cleared i.e. farmer will not be able to face the variation in gross income per

year i.e. he will not have sufficient/adequate risk.



• So, 3rd R is not cleared.

• Recommendation: The first ‘R’ of sound credit i.e. return is cleared i.e.

farmer will have sufficient funds to cover costs; the second ‘R’ is also

cleared i.e. farmer would be able to spare money from his total earnings

to meet loan installments after meeting farm family and other expenses.

But third ‘R’ is not cleared i.e. farmer will not be able to face the variation

in gross income per year i.e. he will not have sufficient/adequate risk



Income Statement
• Problem: 1. Let a farmer operating in a village has following returns and expenses during

agricultural year 2019-20.

• He received income from Sale of Crops Rs.78450, Sale of Livestock and Livestock Products

Rs.16700, sale of poultry products Rs.7500, Custom Hiring Rs.12300 and from Misc.

sources Rs.7200. During this period there is an appreciation in his inventory of Rs.13500

and his family consumed agricultural output of worth Rs. 18600.

• During same period he made expenditure on wage payments, hired machinery/fuel

charges/draft animal charges Rs.1.5900, purchase of material inputs for crops Rs.19800,

irrigation/electricity charges Rs.12000, expenses on livestock feed, veterinary care Rs.5800 and

miscellaneous expenses (repair/upkeep of farm building and machinery, land revenue,

depreciation on capital assets, interest on operating loans, medium term and long term loans

etc.) Rs.16500. Farmer is contributing toward farm income by Rs.17600 in terms of family

labour (Rs.12000) and interest on his equity capital (Rs.5600).

• On the basis of information given above prepare an income statement of the farmer for

the year 2019-20. Based on the income statement so prepared, work out operating ratio

fixed ratio, gross ratio and expense structure ratio and also interpret the results.



Problem 1: Income Statement of Farm X for the Year 2009-10

S. No. Particulars Amount 

A. Cash Receipts (Rs.)

1. Crops 78450

2. Livestock and Livestock Products 16700

3. Poultry Products 7500

4. Custom Hiring 12300

5. Miscellaneous 7200

Total 122150

B. Cash Expenses (Rs.)

I. Operating Cash Expenses (Rs.)

1. Wage Payments, Hired Machinery Charge/Fuel 

Charges/Draft Animal Charges

15900

2. Purchase of Material Inputs for Crops 19800

3. Irrigation/Electricity Charges 12000

4. Expenses on Livestock Feed, Veterinary Care 5800

Total Operating Expenses 53500



S. No.Particulars Amount 

II. Fixed Cash Expenses (Rs.)

5. Misc. Expenses (repair/upkeep of farm building and

machinery, land revenue, depreciation on capital assets, interest

on operating loans, medium term and long term loans etc.)

16500

Total Fixed Cash Expenses (Rs.) 16500

Total Expenses (Rs.) 70000

C. Net Cash Income (Rs.) 52150

1. Inventory Changes  (±) 13500

2. Value of Farm Products Consumed 18600

D. Net Farm Earnings (Rs.) 84250

1. Imputed value of Operator’s Family Labour and Interest on 

Investment

17600

E. Returns to Management (Rs.) 66650



438.0
122150

53500
 

Income Farm Gross

Expenses Farm Operating Total
 Ratio Operating 

0.135 
122150

16500
 

Income Farm Gross

Expenses Farm Fixed
 Ratio Fixed 

0.573 
122150

1650053500
 

Income Farm Gross

Expenses Farm Total
 Ratio Gross 




236.0
1650053500

16500

ExpensesCash  Total

ExpensesCash  Fixed
 Ratio structure-Expense 






Balance Sheet
• Problem: 1. Suppose a farmer is operating in village having following

assets in his credit and the liabilities at his disposal. Prepare a Balance

Sheet of the farmer as on 30-06-2020. On the basis of the balance sheet

workout the Debt–Structure Ratio, Leverage Ratio, Acid Test Ratio, Current

Ratio, Working Ratio and Equity to Asset Value Ratio to assess the liquidity

and solvency of the farm business and also interpret the results based on

the value of each ratio.

S. No. Assets Value (Rs.)

1. Cash in hand 53500.0

2 Debts Receivable 38500.0

3. Crop Produce to be sold

i. Wheat 45000.0

ii. Potato 29600.0

iii. Gram 19500.0

iv. Maize 12500.0



S. No. Assets Value (Rs.)

4. Supplies

i. Fertilizer 8500.0

ii. Insecticides 2500.0

5. Livestock

i. One Cow for sale 30000.0

ii. Two Buffalos 38000.0

iii. Three Calves 3500.0

6. Farm Machinery & Equipments

i. Tractor 125000.0

ii. Tube Well 30000.0

iii. Thresher 15000.0

iv. Cultivator 18000.0

v. Harrow 15000.0

vi. Plank 1200.0

vii. Spray Pump 1800.0

viii. Bullock Cart 5500.0

ix. Other Implements 6500.0

7. Farm Building 225000.0

8. Land (7.00 Acres) 1050000.0



S. No. Liabilities Value (Rs.)

1. Amount payable to a trader for seed potato purchased on 

credit

38000.0

2. Crop Loan from Commercial Bank 28000.0

3. Rent Payable to Cold Store Owner 9500.0

4. Land Rent Payable for leased in land to landlord 75000.0

5. Land Revenue 3000.0

6. Loan from Cooperative Bank for Livestock purchase 20000.0

7. Loan from Commercial Bank for Tube-well Installation 29000.0

8. Loan from LDB to 350000.0

9. Electricity bill of farm tube well 12500.0

10. Tractor Loan 65000.0



B.

Medium Term 

Assets Value (Rs.) B

Medium Term 

Liabilities Value (Rs.)

1 Buffalo (2) 38000 1 Livestock Loan 20000

2 Calves 3500 2 Tube Well 29000

3 Farm Machinery

i. Cultivator 18000

ii. Herrow 15000

iii. Spray Pump 1800

iv. Bullock Cart 5500

v. Plank 1200

vi. Tube Well 30000

vii. Thresher 15000

viii. Other Implement 6500

Sub Total M T 

Assets 134500

Sub Total M. T. 

Liabilities 49000

Solution



C.

Long Term 

Assets C

Long Term 

Liabilities

1 Tractor 125000 1 Tractor Loan 65000

2 Building 225000 2 Land 350000

3 Land 1050000

Sub Total L.T. 

Liabilities 415000

Sub Total L T 

Assets 1400000 Total Liabilities 630000

D. Net Worth 1144100

Assets 1774100 Liabilities 1774100



Balance Sheet off Farm Of Mr. X As On 31 June 2020

A. Current Assets

Value 

(Rs.) A. Current Liability

Value 

(Rs.)

1 Cash In Hand 53500 1 Trader 38000

2 Debt Receivable 38500 2 Crop Loan 28000

i. Wheat 45000 3 Rent Payable 9500

ii. Potato 29600 4 Land Revenue 3000

iii. Gram 19500 5 Land Rent 75000

iv. Maize 12500 6 Electricity Bill 12500

3 Supplies

I. Fertilizer 8500

Insecticide 2500

Ii Cow 30000
Sub Total Current 

Assets 239600 Sub Total S. T. Liabilities 166000



263.0
630000

166000

sLiabilitie Total

sLiabilitieCurrent 
  Ratio structure-Debt 

551.0
1144100

630000

Net worth

sLiabilitie Total
  Ratio Leverage 

sLiabilitieCurrent 

Supplies & sInventorie minus AssetsCurrent 
  RatioTest  Acid 
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25008500239600
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AssetsCurrent 
  RatioCurrent 

sLiabilitie  WorkingandCurrent  of Sum

Assets  WorkingandCurrent  of Sum
  Ratio Working 

740.1
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816.2
630000

1774100

sLiabilitie Total

Assets Total
  Ratio CapitalNet 

645.0
1774100

1144100

Assets of Value

)(Net worthEquity 
  Ratio ValueAsset  Equity to 



Income Statement
• Problem: 1. Let a farmer operating in a village has following returns and expenses during

agricultural year 2019-20.

• He received income from Sale of Crops Rs.78450, Sale of Livestock and Livestock Products

Rs.16700, sale of poultry products Rs.7500, Custom Hiring Rs.12300 and from Misc.

sources Rs.7200. During this period there is an appreciation in his inventory of Rs.13500

and his family consumed agricultural output of worth Rs. 18600.

• During same period he made expenditure on wage payments, hired machinery/fuel

charges/draft animal charges Rs.1.5900, purchase of material inputs for crops Rs.19800,

irrigation/electricity charges Rs.12000, expenses on livestock feed, veterinary care Rs.5800 and

miscellaneous expenses (repair/upkeep of farm building and machinery, land revenue,

depreciation on capital assets, interest on operating loans, medium term and long term loans

etc.) Rs.16500. Farmer is contributing toward farm income by Rs.17600 in terms of family

labour (Rs.12000) and interest on his equity capital (Rs.5600).

• On the basis of information given above prepare an income statement of the farmer for

the year 2008-09. Based on the income statement so prepared, work out operating ratio

fixed ratio, gross ratio and expense structure ratio and also interpret the results.



Problem 1: Income Statement of Farm X for the Year 2009-10

S. No. Particulars Amount 

A. Cash Receipts (Rs.)

1. Crops 78450

2. Livestock and Livestock Products 16700

3. Poultry Products 7500

4. Custom Hiring 12300

5. Miscellaneous 7200

Total 122150

B. Cash Expenses (Rs.)

I. Operating Cash Expenses (Rs.)

1. Wage Payments, Hired Machinery Charge/Fuel 

Charges/Draft Animal Charges

15900

2. Purchase of Material Inputs for Crops 19800

3. Irrigation/Electricity Charges 12000

4. Expenses on Livestock Feed, Veterinary Care 5800

Total Operating Expenses 53500



S. No.Particulars Amount 

II. Fixed Cash Expenses (Rs.)

5. Misc. Expenses (repair/upkeep of farm building and

machinery, land revenue, depreciation on capital assets, interest

on operating loans, medium term and long term loans etc.)

16500

Total Fixed Cash Expenses (Rs.) 16500

Total Expenses (Rs.) 70000

C. Net Cash Income (Rs.) 52150

1. Inventory Changes  (±) 13500

2. Value of Farm Products Consumed 18600

D. Net Farm Earnings (Rs.) 84250

1. Imputed value of Operator’s Family Labour and Interest on 

Investment

17600

E. Returns to Management (Rs.) 66650
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1650053500
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Balance Sheet
• Problem: 1. Suppose a farmer is operating in village having following

assets in his credit and the liabilities at his disposal. Prepare a Balance

Sheet of the farmer as on 30-06-2020. On the basis of the balance sheet

workout the Debt–Structure Ratio, Leverage Ratio, Acid Test Ratio, Current

Ratio, Working Ratio and Equity to Asset Value Ratio to assess the liquidity

and solvency of the farm business and also interpret the results based on

the value of each ratio.

S. No. Assets Value (Rs.)

1. Cash in hand 53500.0

2 Debts Receivable 38500.0

3. Crop Produce to be sold

i. Wheat 45000.0

ii. Potato 29600.0

iii. Gram 19500.0

iv. Maize 12500.0



S. No. Assets Value (Rs.)

4. Supplies

i. Fertilizer 8500.0

ii. Insecticides 2500.0

5. Livestock

i. One Cow for sale 30000.0

ii. Two Buffalos 38000.0

iii. Three Calves 3500.0

6. Farm Machinery & Equipments

i. Tractor 125000.0

ii. Tube Well 30000.0

iii. Thresher 15000.0

iv. Cultivator 18000.0

v. Harrow 15000.0

vi. Plank 1200.0

vii. Spray Pump 1800.0

viii. Bullock Cart 5500.0

ix. Other Implements 6500.0

7. Farm Building 225000.0

8. Land (7.00 Acres) 1050000.0



S. No. Liabilities Value (Rs.)

1. Amount payable to a trader for seed potato purchased on 

credit

38000.0

2. Crop Loan from Commercial Bank 28000.0

3. Rent Payable to Cold Store Owner 9500.0

4. Land Rent Payable for leased in land to landlord 75000.0

5. Land Revenue 3000.0

6. Loan from Cooperative Bank for Livestock purchase 20000.0

7. Loan from Commercial Bank for Tube-well Installation 29000.0

8. Loan from LDB to 350000.0

9. Electricity bill of farm tube well 12500.0

10. Tractor Loan 65000.0
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630000
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Repayment Plans

• Problem: 3. Suppose a farmer has taken a loan of Rs.32500.0 from a

lending agency having a maturity period of 5 years. He has to repay the

loan with interest in 10 six monthly installments. Calculate the

installments using Amortized Even Repayment Plan and Amortized

Decreasing Repayment Plan. Also workout the interest and principal

components in the installments to be repaid and remaining balance

during different years. Assume a rate of interest of 12% per annum.

• (Hint: for repaying loan in six monthly installments one needs to make

adjustments in rate of interest and time periods of repayment)



Amortized Decreasing Repayment Plan

Half year Principal Interest Instalment Remaining Balance

1 3250 1950 5200 29250

2 3250 1755 5005 26000

3 3250 1560 4810 22750

4 3250 1365 4615 19500

5 3250 1170 4420 16250

6 3250 975 4225 13000

7 3250 780 4030 9750

8 3250 585 3835 6500

9 3250 390 3640 3250

10 3250 195 3445 0

- 32500 10725 43225 -



Installment Calculation

Where,

I = Annual installment (in Rs.) , B = Principal amount borrowed (in Rs.)

n = Loan period in years, and i = Annual interest rate in fraction

= Rs.4415.71

n-i)(1-1

i
BI




10-)06.0(1-1

0.06
32500I




10(1.06)

1
1

0.06
32500I







Amortized Even Repayment Plan

Half year Principal Interest Instalment Remaining Balance

1 2465.71 1950.00 4415.71 30034.29

2 2613.65 1802.06 4415.71 27420.64

3 2770.47 1645.24 4415.71 24650.17

4 2936.70 1479.01 4415.71 21713.47

5 3112.90 1302.81 4415.71 18600.57

6 3299.67 1116.03 4415.71 15300.90

7 3497.65 918.05 4415.71 11803.24

8 3707.51 708.19 4415.71 8095.73

9 3929.96 485.74 4415.71 4165.76

10 4165.76 249.95 4415.71 0.00

- 32500.00 11657.09 44157.09 -


